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Bus driver allegedly attacked by passenger •
MANCHESTER, Tenn. (AP) — A not saying anything more until we're sure
Greyhound bus crashed this (Wednesday) what happened," said Dana Keeton,
morning after a passenger attacked the driv- Tennessee Department of Safety spokeser, a witness said. Six of the 38 people woman. FBI agents were among the investiaboard were killed, and Greyhound halted gators at the crash site.
U.S. Justice Department spokeswoman
service nationwide as a precaution.
The bus crashed after a passenger slit the Susan Dryden said it was too early to tell if
driver's throat, a woman on board told a the accident was terrorist-related.
Dryden said the man who caused the
Nashville television station. Authorities said
they could not confirm that, but a hospital crash survived, contradicting a report from
official said the driver was treated for a lac- the Coffee County Sheriff's Department that
eration of the neck and was stable after sur- heThad died. Dryden said the man holds a
Croatian identification card, although it was
gery.
"We're interviewing passengers and are unclear if the ID was a passport.

Six were confirmed dead at the scene,
The bus, No. 1115, was en route from
and the 32 other people on board, including Louisville, Ky.,to Atlanta when it crashed at
the driver, were injured, Keeton said. She 4:15 a.m. CDT, Greyhound spokeswoman
said the injured were taken to at least four Karen Chapman said. The crash happened
hospitals. The extent of the injuries.was-not 50 miles southeast of Nashville.
immediately determined.
Speaking by cellular phone from the
The driver, whose name was not released, crash site, passenger Carty Rinearson told
was in stable condition after surgery and Nashville TV station WTVF that a man who
treatment for a neck laceratiqn, said Bobby appeared to be 30 to 35 years old kept
Couch, chief executive for Manchester approaching her front seat and asking what
Medical Center. He said he couldn't com- time it was. She said the man then asked if
ment on what caused the neck wound.
he could have her seat, and she refused.
"How deep or how bad I don't know," he
Afterward, "he just went up to the bus
driver and, like, slit his throat, and the drivsaid.
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EDWARD SHERIDAN Ledger & Times photo
POINTS OF THE RESOLUTION...Murray State University Faculty Senate President Bill Call discusses the points of a resolution stating that faculty will work with new university President Dr. King Alexander during the senate's meeting Tuesday in
the Curris Center.

Resolutions pass on new president
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The Murray State University Faculty Senate
may be attempting to get off on the right foot
with new university President Dr. King
Alexander, but it is still speaking out against
the school's board of regents.
On Tuesday. the senate passed two resolutions: One, vowing to "work with Dr. F. King
Alexander for the betterment of the university,"
and the other condemning "the process used by
the board of regents in selecting the university's next president."
Acting MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander
announced in February that he would retire as
the university's president in June. The board of
regents named itself as the search committee to
find his replacement shortly after the
announcement.
The faculty senate was critical of the board's
efforts throughout the search, and then became
even more outspoken after King Alexander,

Kern Alexander's son, was announced as one
of the three finalists to fill the position. The
board then voted 10-1 in favor of hiring King
Alexander, with faculty regent Terry Strieter
casting the dissenting vote.
In the resolution, the senate called the
board's efforts a "closed process that involved
minimal faculty involvement" and violated the
principles of"shared authority and responsibility."
Faculty senate president Bill Call said a special called meeting of the senate to deal with
the resolutions was postponed in September in
light of the terrorist attacks. The resolution concerning the search process will be sent to the
board of regents, Gov. Paul Patton and the
Postsecondary
Kentucky
Council on
Education, he said.
"This is just a statement to the world of what
the faculty feels about the process that was
used," Call said."We can't go anywhere further
legally than that."

The senate's position on the search process
was also recently backed by the Coalition of
Senate and Faculty Leadership (COSFL) in
Kentucky, which, in a resolution dated Sept.
22, called "the recent appointment of the president ... seriously flawed and out of keeping
with both good practice and the spirit of shared
governance."
The MSU senate voted 21-1, with five
abstentions, in favor of its own resolution condemning the process. The resolution concerning the support of King Alexander as a president, however, was not passed so easily.
The senate ended up voting 17-11 in favor
of an amended resolution pledging to work
with the new president, who has yet to officially take office at the university.
The resolution in its original form basically
stated that the faculty would work with King
Alexander if he adhered to five basic principles
he laid out during his meetings with faculty

See Page 2A

Kentucky lawmakers still 'hard at work'
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning wants to
kickstart the economy. His
Bluegrass
teammate
Mitch
McConnell wants to stick it to
"creeps" seeking donations for
phony charities.
The
words
Tuesday
of
Kentucky's two Republican United
States senators signaled loud and

clear that national lawmakers are
nowhere near being done with dealing with, repercussions from the
deadly terrorist attacks inflicted on
New York City and Washington,
D.C., Sept. 11.
Bunning (R-Ky.) said during a
morning teleconference that while
the House and Senate are still a flurry of activity, lawmakers are anxious to "get all the work done so we

111111111111111111668071

can get out of the way and let the ity fraud scenarios have appeared in
a dozen states," McConnell said
president Tun the war."
McConnell (R-Ky.). meanwhile, during a morning teleconference of
was in the midst of a different type his own. "These are the worst type
of war Tuesday with the introduc- of criminals."
According to McConnell, current
tion of "The Crimes Against
Charitable Americans Act," a piece federal laws address fraudulent
of legislation he hopes deter addi- solicitations and telemarketing
tional efforts to make money off the scams related to the sales of prodrecent terrorist attacks.
"Since the Sept. 11 attacks, char- •See Page 2A
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the 40s and 50s.
Lewis said during intersession,
the teachers will be reviewing what
areas need focus. "It is kind of
reevaluation time for all districts,
including ours." he said.
While Murray has set their goal
at 100 by 2014. Calloway -County
Schools is setting small goals... and
reaching them.
Ronnie Walker. Calloway's district assessment coordinator, said
that although they are also pleased
with the scores, more focus needs to
be placed on Math and writing.
Overall. North Elementary
wilted a 74.9. while their goal was
74.8. Also. Callov,ay County High
School scored a 71.2, while their
goal vvas 70.6.
Walker said many schools met
their goals at the midpoint,
"In some of our Nchools. we are
just tenths away from our goal.- he
said.
East Elementary scored 73.2,
while their goal is 75.1. Southwest
scored 76 with a 77.4 goal, and
Calloway Middle scored 72.8 with
their goal being 73.4.
Walker said he was most pleased
with their scores in comparison to
the state average.
He said the elementary schools
excelled at reading with a score of
88.1. while the state average is 80.7.
Calloway County. Middle School
scored 83. above the state average of
80.5. The high school met the average at 68.5.
"That's an area we will have to
work on.- Walker said.

Rumsfeld dispatched to
Mideast as pressure rises
WASHINGTON
(API
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld is visiting officials from
four key Muslim supporters of the
war against terrorism as the United
States prepares for possible military
strikes.
dispatched
President Bush
Rumsfeld on Tuesday to Saudi
and
Arabia, Oman. Egypt
Uzbekistan — all pivotal nations in
the fight against Osama bin Laden.
his al-Qaida terrorist network and
the Taliban regime that shelters
them in Afghanistan.
Uzbekistan, once a Central Asian
republic of the Soviet Union, has
offered to let the United States use
its territory to stage strikes on alQaida.

iictore lea% •
Rumsfeld
ordered 1,0(X)
troops from the
Army's 10th
Mountain
Division
at
Drum,
Fort
. to
N.Y..
Ulhe kistan
Rumsfeld
and Tajikistan.
two former Soviet republics that
border
Afghanistan.
The
Washington Post reported. Pentagon
officials refused to discuss the
report.
Bush warned the Taliban "there
will be a consequence- if they fail to
hand over bin Laden and his followers.
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Murray scored highest in the
region at the midway point for the
Kentucky Core Content Test Scores.
Assistant Superintendent for
Murray School System Robert
Lewis said he was very pleased with
their total district score of 80.4.
"That's on a scale that sets a goal for
us at a perfect 100," he said.
Lewis said he hopes to reach that
goal by 2014.
"This means we have a real challenge ahead of us to meet our goal
with this year's test, non cognitive
index, and reduction of novice category, all contributing to our goal,"
he said.
The scores, along with the scores
from the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills (CTBS), determine
whether a school receives assistance
or rewards from the state. Non-academic factors such as attendance
and drop-out rate are also considered.
The schools will be tested again
in April to finish the round of testing. Lewis said each school has set a
goal to reach.
Murray High School scored a
75.1. while their goal is 77 in this
round of testing. Murray Middle
School scored 83.1, and has set a
goal of 87.9.
This is a combined average of
85.1 for 7th and 8th graders. while
4th through 6th graders scored 81.1.
Murray scored high in most areas
of testing except Arts and
Humanities, with scores ranging in
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er turned the wheel and the bus tipped over,"
Rinearson said.
The bus left the eastbound lanes, crossed
the median and the westbound lanes and
turned over onto its left side. Authorities
shut down the interstate and blocked off the
scene with yellow police tape.
Greyhound stopped all service as a precaution after the crash, spokeswoman
Kristin Parsley said. She said buses,already
en route were allowed to continue to their
destinations.
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Louisville Guard unit is activated
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky National Guard unit
based in Louisville was activated
and will be deployed next month to
North Carolina, the Guard said
Tuesday.
Headquarters Company, 198th
Military Police Battalion, was activated as part of the continuing
national mobilization of Guard
units in support of Operation Noble
Eagle, a homeland defense mission.
the Guard said in a statement.
The unit's 70 members were
notified to report to their armory in
Louisville next Tuesday to begin
preparing for deployment. Actual
movement of the unit to Fort Bragg
is expected to occur within a week
thereafter, the statement said.
The 198th MP Battalion's mission is to act as a command and
control headquarters, supervising
several subordinate military police
companies, the statement said.
The Guard announced Monday
that a unit based in Harlan was acti% ated and would be deployed to
Fort Bragg sometime this week

BILL LUSTER Courier-Journal AP Photo

FT. KNOX STANDS READY ... Troops in basic
training get in the proper stance to throw
grenades at a training range at Ft. Knox, Ky.,
Tuesday. Fort Knox is a key post for ground
forces and tank training.

House moving
ahead with farm bill
WASHINGTON (AP)— The House is moving ahead with an overhaul
of farm programs, despite the Bush administration's advice to slow down
because of concerns over whether the government can afford the $170 billion price tag.
The House was to begin debate on the legislation Wednesday. Farm
groups hope that House approval of the measure this week will put pressure on the Senate to act quickly on a bill of its own.
Agriculture Secretary Ann Veneman said Tuesday that there was no
reason for Congress to hurry, since existing programs don't expire until
next September.
"Certainly we would like to have time for a thoughtful discussion of all
the issues," she said. "It's not an issue that we think needs to be taken up
immediately."
The legislation was approved by the House Agriculture Committee in
July and counts on using $72 billion in surplus funds that were projected
in a congressional budget agreement this spring. That surplus is fast disappearing in the wake of the terrorist attacks in September.

• Bus ...
•

From Front
Chapman said the company halted all its service "to see if the incident
would impact the safety of passengers elsewhere." She would not confirm
an on-board attack or say why the crash might impact other buses. She did
say, however, that nationwide service would not normally be halted after
one accident.
Greyhound has set up a toll-free phone number for relatives seeking
information about passengers 800-884-2744.
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• Lawmakers ...
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ucts and services, but does not
specifically cover fraudulent solicitation of charitable contributions.
If approved, the new legislation
would:
• Make it a federal crime to
fraudulently solicit charitable contributions or donations.
• Increase the penalty from one
year to five years for those convicted of impersonating members or
agents of the Red Cross in order to
solicit contributions
• Direct the Federal Trade
Commission to include charitable
solicitations within its definition of
telemarketing and to promulgate
rules designed to end such fraudulent practices. These regulations
would also give local and state officials the authority to prosecute violators.
• Include charitable solicitations
within the definition of telemarketing in federal law and providing for
a 10-year sentence enhancement for
anyone who fraudulently solicits

agreement.
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charitable contributions in connection with the commission of other
federal crimes.
"There are some penalties currently, but when it deals with a natural disaster, we think it ought to
matter,"
federal
a
become
McConnell said.
Questions of money have
become particularly critical since
the economy has shown a downturn
since the attacks. The Federal
Reserve cut interest rates to their
lowest level since 1962 Tuesday in
an attempt to turn the tide, but
Bunning believes even more could
be done.
Bunning believes tax provisions,
such as the temporary suspension of
the payroll tax, might be the key to
speeding up the recovery period.
"The economy has been hit hard
by these attacks," he said. "I think
when it comes to tax policy, every
option should be laid out on the
table. I think we should look at anything that will get immediate cash
into the system."
While agreeing that some sort of
stimulus package might be called
for, McConnell, who believes making people comfortable with commercial air travel is the key to an
economic upswing, said lawmakers
must be careful to not try and promote their own political agendas in
the name of helping the economy.
"The first question is whether we
should do it," he said. "Then there's
the question of what kind of package makes sense. I think whatever
comes out of it should meet the need
and not be a case of us trying to
advance our own personal interests."

• Senate ...
From Front
while a presidential candidate.
;The amended resolution stated
that the senate agreed strongly with
those principles, but would vow to
work with King Alexander whether
those principles were followed to the
letter or not.
"The way the statement was
worded was an 'and'statement," said
senator Bill Palmer, one of those
responsible for amending the resolution. "It was worded so that all five
points had to be performed and then
we would go along with him."
The senate was divided, however,
on whether the amended resolution
was a strong enough statement.
"In our department, we felt like
the first resolution was too soft," said
senator Bill Mulligan. "We have to
make a statement that holds someone
accountable."
"I think it's more professional to
try and work with him right off and
not say, 'You've got to do what we
want you to do,— said senator
Sharon Gill.
"Logically, just because the
process is flawed doesn't mean we
have a flawed president," Palmer
said. "It could mean that, but it doesn't have to."
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New security features planned for United, American
CHICAGO(AP) — The nation's
two leading airlines agreed to install
steel bars that reinforce cockpit
doors, a safety device recommended
by President Bush as pan of his airline safety initiative following the
terrorist attacks.
Seeking to protect pilots and
calm nervous passengers, American
and United said Tuesday that they
will immediately begin installing
the locking bars on all planes. Other
airlines are expected to follow suit.
The airlines announced their
safety efforts on the same day a

Transportation Department task
force said airlines should begin
installing stronger cockpit doors
within 30 days.
"We've got to do what we've got
to do right now," said Herb Hunter,
a United pilot and spokesman for
the airline's branch of the Air Line
Pilots Association. "It's a wonderful
first step."
United spokesman Joe Hopkins
said the bars should be on doors
within a matter of weeks.
American, the nation's No. 1 Airline, said it has installed prototypes

of the devices on an MD-80 and a
Boeing 757, and will install them
within 30 days on all other aircraft
types flown by American and TWA,
which is owned by American's parent company.
But some are concerned that the
devices may actually jeopardize
safety.
Aircraft maker Boeing expressed
reservations about retrofitting
planes with - locking devices. The
bars could prevent evacuation of the
cockpit in an emergency, some airline industry observers say. Flight

attendants have said they're worried
about not being able to get into
cockpits if pilots became incapacitated.
Other airlines were prepared to
begin installing the crossbar locking
devices. on their cockpit doors but
were awaiting a more formal directive from the Federal Aviation
Administration.
The steel bars are • designed to
prevent forced entry into a plane's
control center, which likely happened Sept. 11 on the four airliners
that were taken over by terrorists.

FBI: Kentucky raids based on mistaken identities
BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The raids that
resulted in at least 25 people taken into custody
following the terrorist attacks on New York were
based on mistaken identifications, the FBI said.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation was following a tip when it searched three apartment
complexes in northern Kentucky on Sept. 21. All
but four of those taken into custody were released
the same day.
Attorney Rusty O'Brien, who is representing

some of those kept in custody, said all four apparently have been released without being charged.
Ed Boldt, spokesman for the FBI's office in
Cincinnati, said the agency was following an evidently erroneous tip that some of those who
hijacked planes and flew them into the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon had lived in northern Kentucky.
Muslims from north Africa were taken into
custody. Four were detained because of possible

Thurmond's estranged
wife: Fainting spell'much
ado about nothing'
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
Despite causing a collective gasp
among South Carolinians, U.S. Sen.
Strom Thurmond's fainting spell in
the Senate chamber Tuesday was
"much ado about nothing," his
estranged wife said.
Nancy Thurmond, who has not
lived with her husband since 1991,
said she spoke with the senator's
doctors and was told the collapse
was "a matter of fainting, a weak
spell" brought on by dehydration,
common in someone 98 years old.
The couple's three grown children heard the reports on their father
and became very concerned, their
mother said. The reports, however,
were "blown out of proportion," she
said.
"His vital signs were good," she
said. "He was in good spirits."
Thurmond. was seated on the
Senate floor after a vote about 10:30
Tuesday morning when he began
feeling weak and lightheaded,
according to his spokeswoman,
Genevieve Erny. He then was
moved to the floor in the aisle
between the Senate desks, where
Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn., a heart surgeon, and several medical personnel
examined him and elevated his feet.
The senior Republican senator
was taken to Walter Reed Army
Medical Center as a precaution and

was to stay overnight, Erny said.
Thurmond has had bouts of dizziness before and has been to the hospital several times, most recently in
February.
Aides also say a degenerative hip
condition keeps Thurmond from
traveling extensively. His last time
in South Carolina was at Christmas.
All of Thurmond's past health
problems have sparked concerns,
and Tuesday was no different.
He remains "a giant among
men," said John Napier, a former
Thurmond aide who won a U.S.
House seat in 1980.
At Thurmond's age,"life is tenuous and we all have to be prepared,"
Napier said.
Henry McMaster, chairman of
the South Carolina Republican
Party, sent his best wishes to
Thurmond.

immigration violations unrelated to the attacks.
Witnesses who saw photographs of the hijackers told authorities they believed that some of
them had lived in the apartment complexes that
were searched.
"After executing search warrants and interviewing many, many folks in the neighborhoods,
we are convinced and satisfied that initial photograph identifications, while made in good faith,
were mistaken," Boldt said.

InTennessee
SMYRNA, Tenn.(AP) — The first ballots were being cast before dawn
today to determine whether the United Auto Workers will represent workers
at Nissan's automaking plant. If the union succeeds, it would be the first time
the UAW has organized a U.S. auto plant that's fully owned by a foreign
company. The union's only successes to date have been at plants that are
joint ventures with domestic companies.
Supporters with "UAW" signs and shirts lined up outside the factory
Tuesday alongside opponents proclaiming "NO!" on their Signs. Both groups
hoped to sway a majority of some 4,800 workers their way, but it was largely a peaceful group.
The night shift of some 2,400 was the first to vote, from 3 a.m. to 6 p.m.
CDT, with the day shift expected to finish balloting at 6 p.m. and results
expected a few hours later. A UAW attempt to organize the plant in 1989 was
rebuffed by workers 2-to-1, and two other campaigns were dropped for lack
of interest. The plant opened in 1983.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Former Nashville mayor Phil Bredesen has
restated his intention not to use his personal fortune in the Democratic
gubernatorial primary, a decision that alters the landscape of the race.
Bredesan, who has a personal worth of millions of dollars from his business interests in Nashville, has said all along he did not intend to dip into his
own funds in the primary next year.
He restated his position Saturday at an event in Trousdale County after
being prodded by perennial candidate and campaign finance reform crusader John Jay Hooker Jr.
Bredesen's commitment to this position was *hailed by Hooker, who
promptly dropped out of the governor's race and said he would run instead
against U.S. Sen. Fred Thompson

Murray's Best Properties
between
$120,000 - $150,000

WOW Photo
SPIRIT
AWARD
Nancy Todd of
Woodmen of
the
World
Lodge
827,
Murray (left),
presents Ann
Spann
the
Fraternal Spirit
Award for her
outstanding
service to the
lodge
and
cornmunity.
Spann serves
as an officer
and as the
Scrapbook
Committee
Chairperson,
with the scrapbook recently
taking second
place honors
in
the
Woodmen's
National
Contest.
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Call Judy Today!
Judy Denton

759-8780

Sit back and relax in this executive Quality through out s 149,001
beauty $139,900.

Adorable and Affordable. $137,500

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY
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Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order.
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

Clarification
The final portion of a sentence in
Tuesday's Ledger & limes regarding
more bodies found under the debris
of the World Trade Center was
unfortunately omitted. The paragraph, in full, reads:
"In a preliminary estimate last
week,Senate aides said it would cost
about $39 billion to clean up from
the Sept. 11 attack and rebuild the
city. Washington has pledged at least
$20 billion."

Aln't Tiat Art
7attooin9 & 9?iercin9
By

Jerry • Les • Jayson
Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

(270) 759-2005

Arthritis Update-2001
Was Mite, toutsvtlie

$1,000

October 16, 2001
6:30 p.m.
Center for Health & Wellness
Multi-purpose Room
Topics include:
Common Forms of Arthritis
Warning Signs • Prevention
Treatment Options • Self-Management

Guest Speakers:
Rheumatologist Bill Bailey, M.D.
'Physical Therapits Todd Hancock, P.T.. C.S.C.S.
Occupational Therapist Doug Cole, O.T.R./L.

A question and answer session will follow the guest speakers.

r

For more information or to

register, please call
Community Outreach Nurse
Mary Carrico. R.N. at
ARTHRITIS
(270)762-1248.
FOUNEAT1ON*

A

Jig:

/I

llealth&Wellness
mURRAY-CtlICMAYCOUtsrTY HOSITIAL
716 Poplar Street• Murray.KY 42071
(270)762-1348

hr noire information go to:
wwvi.kyloffory.eorn

WDKA-TV SATURDAYS AT 8:00 mu
WKAG TV-43 SATURDAYS AT 8:30 MI CT
wQTV SATURDAYS AT 11:30 All CT
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Impressions of the Big Apple
building. Some windows are unbroken, others shattered. At street level, messages have
been traced in the Soot."New York will survive," says one. -This will make us
stronger," says another.
A New York City police officer gestures
at the ruins and says, "Look at this. Here is
the result of years of illegal immigration,
softness on crime, cutting the defense budget and a lack of attention to right and wrong
in this country." None of the colleagues
standing with him disagrees. He asks that his
name not be used. "I'm not politically correct," he says with a laugh.
Parking lots near "ground zero" resemble
junkyards. Wrecked cars await, not their
owners but the scrap heap. The metal is
twisted, like the minds that did this. A delivery truck looks like it was involved in a
multi-car pileup. An emergency vehicle is
sandwiched in a heap of totaled cars, the

NEW
YORK
—
Think of the largest picture you've ever seen. A
giant screen television?
Not big enough. The
Jumbotron in Times
Not
large
Square?
enough. An IMax screen
that stretches from floor
to ceiling and wall to wall in a movie house?
Still too small.
I've seen fire and I've seen rain. I've seen
devastation from earthquakes and victims of
mass murder. I have not seen anything
approaching the concentrated devastation in
lower Manhattan where the World Trade
Center once stood. Television does not,
indeed could not, convey the magnitude of
the disaster.
While the cleanup is proceeding magnificently, a light gray film clings to ever.

Anti-terrorism
legislation tale
told this month
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
next two weeks will determine if the
Bush administration's anti-terrorism
proposals sill become law this year
or suffer the same gridlock that
enveloped the last two such packages in Congress.
While the House and the Senate
are each sure to approve some version of the legislation sought by
Attorney General John Ashcroft, differences between the two houses
will determine the fate of the package.
House-Senate differences torpedoed anti-terrorism legislation following the 1996 Atlanta Olympic
bombing and stalled for a year final
passage of measures sought after the
1995 Oklahoma City bombing.
"1 don't want to do that." Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Patrick Leahy D-Vt., said last week.
citing the two precedents. "I want to
make sure that we have consensus."
Leahy on Sunday offered no
timetable for passage, and cited concerns about measures that abridge
civil liberties.
"I think everybody knows that
we're going to have to make sure
that we have some kind of a checkand-balance in there," he said on
CBS' "Face the Nation." We don't
want to be like countries that we
criticize all the time when if an
American goes there, they can hold
them without even telling them what
they are holding them for."
But Ashcroft pressed for quick
enactment of the anti-terrorism
package by week's end, saying:"We
think that there is a very serious
threat of additional problems. now.
And frankly, as the United States
responds, that threat may escalate."
"Talk will not prevent terrorism.
We need to have action by the
Congress. We need the tools to pre'Vent terrorism," the attorney general
told CBS.
•
Schedules of the House and
Senate Judiciary committees indicate it will be at least mid-October
before the two chambers even have a
starting point to begin negotiating.
Ashcroft wants Congress to dramatically increase federal officials'
ability to perform electronic surveillance, punish terrorists and detain
non-citizens following the Sept. 11
terror attacks on the World Trade
Center in New York and the
Pentagon.
Vice President Dick Cheney told
Republican senators that the White
House wanted legislation ready for
the president to sign. That is the
third deadline that the administration has set and that Congress will
not have met as lawmakers in both
parties cite concerns about the meas-

l;
l ;TIR
I
a
r

words "Paramedics Long Island College
Hospital" still visible.
It's as if someone pushed the "pause"
button on the VCR,freezing the action while
ash was poured on the city. The windows of
some parked vehicles are rolled up but soot
has found a way inside; it covers the seats
and dashboards.
What once might have been copsidered
litter is now debris. I pick up a piece of
Sheetrock formerly pan of an office wall.
An unopened bottle of soda lies next to a
nearly empty sports health beverage. There
are forms and other evidence of business,
which, on September 11, was anything but
usual. The face of the Millennium Hotel has
been torn off.
Is this the other side.of that "bridge to the
21st century"?
Then there are the notices. We have seen
them on television: the names of the miss-

ing, their pictures, dates of birth, physical
characteristics and numbers to call.
When you see them block after block,
covering entire walls and storefront windows; when you lose count of their number
and are overwhelmed by the pleas for information, that's when the horror and the ache
for your fellow countrymen; the injustice
and even the discouragement and depression
kick in.
Another generation fought World War II
to defeat one form of evil. Now a mutant
strain has re-emerged in the form of religious fanaticism. It must be defeated by this
generation if the next is to enjoy the liberty
passed on to us.
Today's evil does not fight fair. We would
happily take on the "evildoers," as President
Bush calls them,in a boxing ring or on a battlefield, but our foes this time are self-centered fanatics. Not one of them has the moral

HAvE BEEN CoNTAcTi NG
OTHER NATIoNS, sEEKiNG THEA
SUPPORT Folk cooRDINKTED AcTroN.

strength of a New York City firefighter or
police officer. Those who hide behind their
religion to do evil are worse than infidels. It
is for such people that Hell was created.
The New Yorker magazine said of those
behind the attacks: "The metaphor of war —
and it is more metaphor then description —
ascribes to the perpetrators a dignity they do
not merit, a status they cannot claim, and a
strength they do not possess."
They are terrorists, not warriors. They are
thugs, not theologians.
The "peace groups" in Union Square may
now be singing, "All we are saying is give
peace a chance," but the majority of
Americans believe we have had enough of
that attitude and it's time to give war a
chance so the next generation might enjoy
the peace we have just lost.
0 2001 TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES, INC.

pow riNG our TWAT NO ONE
CAN STAND APART- IN 11-kE
FteE oF A G1-0BAL THPeAT

Attorney General
John Ashcroft'
ures' impact on civil liberties and
personal freedoms.
Nonetheless, the House Judiciary
Committee is expected to vote on a
compromise bill worked out
between its Republican and
Democratic members. The Senate is
moving at a much slower pace.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
wants Ashcroft or his top deputies to
return to Capitol Hill on Tuesday to
answer more questions after already
submitting almost 25 pages of them
to
the
Justice
Department.
Committee aides say the first realistic date for action on the measure is
Oct. 11 or 12.
A favorable vote by the full
Senate could follow quickly, but
then the hard work begins. The
House and Senate bills are expected
to be drastically different because no
negotiations are taking place
between the two committees drafting them.
And while the Senate committee
is working with the administration
in crafting its package, the House
panel isn't.
In addition, the two houses are
taking different approaches to the
package. Senators say they are willing to break the bill in two and
quickly send Bush the non-controversial measures he wants, such as
tougher criminal penalties for terrorists.
"We may have to set aside a couple of things that we can't get
worked out," Senate Republican
Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi
said.
House Majority Leader Dick
Armey; R-Texas. has endorsed that
approach, but the chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, Rep.
James Sensenbrenner. R-Wis.,
opposes breaking up the package.
Sensenbrenner "feels that the
committee should pass out a unified
package and then let the House
process work its will," said his
spokesman. Jeff Lungren.
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AP News Analysis
By DAVID CRARY
AP National Writer

Lobbyists look at how attacks effect THEM
NEW YORK (AP) - Abortion,
gun control, gay rights. Divisive
social issues dropped off the national stage Sept. 11. Now as the nation
slowly gets back to business, advocacy groups are wary of how the terrorist attacks will affect their efforts.
The National Rifle Association is
on guard for any anti-terrorism bills
that might impinge on gun-ownership rights. Abortion rights groups
are upset by restrictions affecting
women in the military.
The
conservative
Family
Research Council, while praising
President Bush on Thursday for
leading the fight against terrorism
assailed his "implicit endorsement
of the homosexual agenda."
It cited a handful of examples,
dating back to the presidential campaign, in which Bush embraced an
"anti-family political strategy" by
meeting with gay activists or
appointing gays to administration
posts.
"It's important that we avoid
needless partisan bickering," said
Kenneth Connor, the council's president. "But it's also important for
pro-life and pro-family advocates to
be especially vigilant."
Several advocacy groups, on the
left and right, said their overall
ageadas were unchanged,even if the
recent terrorist attacks had temporarily pushed Security and eco-

nomic issues to the fore. But some
lobbyists accused their ideological
adversaries of trying to exploit the
national crisis.
James Baker, chief lobbyist for
the NRA, said some gun-control
advocates have raised the specter of
terrorism — unfairly, in his opinion
— as they push for tighter controls
on firearms sales at gun shows.
"That's a fairly crass political
move," Baker said. "We ought to
leave personal legislative agendas
behind and focus on real-world solutions to security problems that this
terrorist threat poses."
The president of Planned
Parenthood. Gloria Feldt, said the
attacks had particular resonance for
her organization because many of its
clinics have been targets of violence
by anti-abortion militants.
"What happened just underscored the importance of the freedoms we fight for every day," she
said. "Staying the course is the best
revenge, and we know that our
adversaries are continuing to promote their agenda."

tals.
"It makes my skin crawl," said
Gandy. "These women have put
themselves in harm's way to defend
our country and our Constitution,
which gives women the right to safe
and legal abortion."
Opponents of abortion said they
had no intention of backing off.
"It's tragedy that so many people
have died in the World Trade
Center," said Thomas Minnery, vice
president of public policy for the
conservative Christian ministry
Focus on Family.
"But we're mindful of the unborn
babies that continue to die day in,
day out, and people seem to be not
as concerned about them. That is
human life, too."
Some liberal groups, in the wake
of the attacks, have been heartened
by a surge of appreciation for
America's diversity and by the
widespread calls for protection of
civil liberties.

ever, differences remain sharp.
Conservatives were angered when
the House of Representatives voted
226-194 to allow the District of
Columbia to use local funds to offer
health care benefits to unmarried
domestic partners of city employees.
"Giving the government's stamp
of approval to 'gay partners' undermines the unique character of marriage," said Connor of the Family
Research Council.
A spokesman for the Human
Rights Campaign, a major gayrights organization, said his group
and its allies were not trying to
exploit the current political situation.
"Everybody — members of
Congress,
Republicans
and
Democrats, conservatives and liberals — are all struggling with how to.
operate in this new environment.
and how to work within the spirit of
unity that is sweeping the country,"
Smith said.
Yet the executive director of a
group supporting tighter gun control, said he was ready to resume allout lobbying.

"We're all working for the same
thing, to keep the United States safe
and free," said Anthony Romero,
Feldt and Kim Gandy, president executive director of the American
of the National Organization for. Civil Liberties Union.
"We have to be vocal, that's our
Women, were disappointed that
responsibility," Josh Sugarman said.
Congress on Tuesday rejected an
"There's a difference of opinion "Our work on gun violence can't be
amendment to enable military on how we achieve that, but basic put aside because of the horrible
women deployed overseas to pay for agreement on the core needs."
events we've seen."
In the realm of gay rights, howabortion services at military hospi-
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SPF rating developer dies at 75

Deaths
Earl Douglass
Earl Douglass, 90, Woodlawn Avenue, Murray, died Monday. Oct. 2,
2001, at 4:08 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired bookkeeper for the Murray Water Department, he formerly
worked for Murray Wholesale Grocery Co. and Wagner Candy Co. He was
a member of First United Methodist Church, Friendship-Gleaners Sunday
School Class, and Calloway County Genealogical Society.
He was married Nov. 21, 1941, to the former Dulcie Mae Swann, who
died Jan. 15, 2000. Born June 12, 1911, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Elmo Douglass and Minnie Sexton Douglass. Four sisters, Irma McHood,Emma Knight, Mary Miller and Thelma Ezell, and two
brothers, Harold Douglass and ha Douglass, also preceded him in death.
Mr. Douglass is survived by one son, Steve Douglass, and one grandson,
John S. Douglass, both of Dover, Tenn.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Myrtle
Douglass, Murray, and Mrs. Mildred Hardy, Louisville.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Annie Vaughn
Mrs. Annie Vaughn,84, Fern Terrace Lodge,Murray,died Tuesday, Oct.
2, 2001, at 9:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Claude Edward Vaughn, died Nov. 18, 1987. Born March
14, 1917, in Puryear,Tenn., he was the son of the late Odie Cole and Bessie
Cole.
Mrs. Vaughn was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jo Ann Humphreys, one son,
Jackie Vaughn and wife, Suzette, and one sister, Mrs. Myrtle Thornton, all
of Murray; three grandchildren, Jeff Humphreys and wife, Beth,
Clarksville, Tenn., Jill Jackson and husband, Brad, Murray, and Gidget
Smith and husband, Staff Sgt. Ronald, Columbia, S.C.; six great-grandchildren, Abby Humphreys, Wyatt Humphreys, Jessica Vance, Dylan
Vance, Timothy Smith and Nicholas Smith.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. John Dale and Alan Martin will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Dr. William
Akers, the man who developed the sun protection
factor rating used in sunscreens, has died. He was
75.
From 1978 to 1992, Akers was the head of the
Dermatology Research Institute for Syntex
Pharmaceutical Corp. in Palo Alto. There, he
worked on developing standards for the safe test-

ing of new skin drug products.
Akers was also an adjunct faculty.member at
Stanford Medical School, where he taught clinical dermatology.
From 1967 to his retirement from the U.S.
Army Medical Corps in 1978. Akers was a post
commander and chief of dermatology research at
the Letterman Army Institute of Research at the

Presidio in San Francisco. He spent a total of 24
years in the military.
Akers was born in Ashland, Ky., and graduated from Marshall University and the University
of Louisville Medical School.
He is survived by his wife of 51 years, Mary
Ellen, two sisters, five sons, a daughter and 13
grandchildren.

Teen licensing program reduces crashes
CHICAGO (AP)- Restricting
teen-agers' driving privileges until
they prove their ability behind the
wheel can dramatically reduce
crashes involving 16-year-olds,
according to studies of "graduated
license" laws in Michigan and
North Carolina.
The programs may work by
simply limiting the amount of time
teen-agers . spend driving, or by
less obvious means, such as
rewarding safe driving with more
privileges. The studies said both
may help explain the programs'
success.
Traffic accidents are the leading
cause of death among U.S. teens,

and the youngest drivers have the involving 16-year-olds declined by
highest likelihood of crashing. In 43 percent, and fatal crashes
the past four years, 34 states and plunged 57 percent.
"In North Carolina. during 1999
Washington, D.C., have enacted
graduated licensing programs, alone, the result was dozens of
lives preserved, thousands of
researchers said.
Michigan and North Carolina injuries prevented, and millions of
enacted theirs in 1997. The studies dollars saved," Robert Foss and
compared crash statistics there in colleagues at the University of
North Carolina's Highway Safety
1996 and 1999.
in
Center
wrote
In Michigan, 16-year-olds were Research
25 percent less likely to get into a Wednesday's Journal of the
car crash in 1999, said researchers American Medical Association.
requires
North
Carolina
led by Jean Shope of the
motorists who are at least 15 to
University of Michigan.
In North Carolina, the risk of a drive with an adult for the first
crash dropped 23 percent among year of their license. Teens who
16-year-olds. Nighttime crashes have no traffic violations in the

final six months and pass a road
test may obtain a less restrictive
license, allowing unsupervised
daytime driving. They then must
complete at least six continuous
months of driving with no traffic
violations to get a full, unrestricted
license. Michigan has similar
restrictions.
In an accompanying editorial,
researcher Anne T. McCartt called
the results encouraging but said
further studies are needed to identify which restrictions are most
effective. McCartt works for the
highway safety research firm
Preusser Research Group of
Trumbull, Conn.

Earle Lampkins
Earle Lampkins, 60, Cottage Grove, Tenn., died Tuesday, Oct. 2, 2001,
at 7:10 p.m. at his home.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Home Improvement Warehouse

Monty A. Rachell
Monty A. Rachel!,52. Cahokia, Ill., brother of Bryce Rachel) of Murray,
died Sunday, Sept. 23, 2001, at his home.
He was formerly employed by Limited Leasing Sand Co., St. Charles,
Mo., and Curley's Tavern, Cahokia, Ill. He was a member of Operating
Engineers Local 513 and a Navy veteran of the Vietnam War.
Born Jan. 28. 1949, in East St. Louis. Ill., he was the son of the late
Willie C. Rachell and Lena E. Mayo Rachel]. Also preceding him in death
were a brother and sister-in-law. Phillip and Alice (Mickey) Rachell
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wonda J. Cain Rachel!: two sons,
Jeffrey Rachell, Cahokia, and Jacob Rachell, Washington, Mo.; one granddaughter, Aundria Rachel!. Norfork, Ark.; two sisters, Mrs. Betty
Hartgraves. Somerset. Calif., and Mrs. Dean Klemm, Burbank, Calif.; four
brothers, Bryce Rachell and wife. Lois, Murray, Dale Rachell and wife,
Sandy. Belleville, Ill.. Jim Rachell and wife, Judy. Freeburg, Ill., and Billy
Rachel!. Florissant, Mo.; mother-in-law, Mrs. Jane Robinson, Pensacola,
•
Fla.
The funeral was held Thursday, Sept. 27, at noon in the chapel of Braun
Colonial Funeral Home, Cahokia. Dewayne Ray officiated. Burial was in
Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery, St. Louis, Mo.

Choose from more
than 4,000 colors,
styles and textures.

Heathcliff cartoon
creator dies at 72
He had hoped to become a musiRIDGEWOOD, N.J. (AP) George Gately, the creator of the cian, his brother said, but
"Heathcliff newspaper comic "Heathcliff' became so popular that
about the antics of a rotund cat, has he was too busy drawing to pursue
music full-time.
died. He was 72.
"He was asked to go to cat shows
Gately died Sunday of a heart
attack at Valley Hospital in and the people would have him sign
Ridgewood. his brother John an autograph for their cat." he said.
He also created the "Hapless
Gallagher said. Gately's real name
Harry" comic in the 1960s.
was George Gately Gallagher.
"Heathcliff," syndicated by
Gately created his "Heathcliff"
1973. predating ('reators. appears in more than 200
in
cartoon
"Garfield" by live years. It featured newspapers in the United States.
John Gallagher said his brother
the stylish cat, who often wore a
black leather jacket and sunglasses. had stopped drawing the cartoon
The comic was later turned into an character about three years ago. The
nephew,
Peter
cartoonist's
animated TV show.
"He was pretty jolly. very outgo- Gallagher. had taken over the job.
ing," Gallagher said Tuesday.

•
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Lowe's from now through October 31, 2001.
When you buy carpet and installation from
(#17I537), 7Ib pad for Berber carpet (#171539)
BOSK pod 6Ib pad on cut pile carpet
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3
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ktr :
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HILLIARD
DONS
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Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B Hilliard. WL Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Zero Payments,
Zero Finance Charges

we°
install

for 6 Months!*

professional
licensed installers

On every flooring purchase you make over $250 on your Lowe's credit card
from September 30 - October 31, 2001, if paid in ful within 6 months.
Ste soles anociate for de- ,

Express Installation:
Guaranteed within 7
days on in stock carpet,
14 days on special
orders. See store for
warranty details.

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From IVISU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00 am - 9:00 pm • Sunday, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
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Ky Baptists
conference set
for Oct. 5-6
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Kentucky
Baptists will have an opportunity
to "Celebrate the Mission" at a
conference set for Oct. 5-6 at Yellow Creek Baptist Church in
Owensboro.
The annual conference, sponsored by the Kentucky Baptist
Convention's Brotherhood Department, will be a hands-on mission
event that features a dynamic worship service and practical workshops on Friday, and the opportunity to be involved in a real
mission project on Saturday.
The conference is open to all
Kentucky Baptists interested in
living an -on mission" Christian
lifestyle.
At the conference, volunteers
from across the state will gather
to encourage and recruit others to
become involved with local missions through a variety of ministries such as disaster relief teams
to organizing mission ministries
through local churches.
Celebrate the Mission 2001 will
begin on Friday night at 6:30 p.m.
and conclude on Saturday at 1:30
p.m. Youth groups, adults and families are encouraged to attend.
The Friday and Saturday night
celebration will feature guest speakers, worship and workshops
designed to inform Kentucky Bap-

•See Page 7A

October is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. We are helping fight this disease
along with one of our favorite companies
— French Dressing Jeans: the jeans
designed for real women.
We can help a worthy cause by simply
trying on a pair of jeans. This is a great
opportunity to support breast cancer
awareness and be a part of French
Dressing October Pink Ribbon Days.
French Dressing will donate $1.00 to
this cause when you try on a pair of
French Dressing jeans. This money will
support breast cancer awareness acros,
Canada and the U.S.
"Try the fit and do your part to raise
awareness. It is only fitting that you'll be
helping the cause." No purcha.se necessaci,
French Dressing jeans come in great
colors and they are so comfortable —
they stretch — "not tight" — but hold
their shape. and hold in the tummy. The
jeans have jackets and longer vests that
match also. We also have lower riding
jeans and boot cut. Try some of our wider
belts with the flair and low riders they
look great — a super wide belt buckled
over a coat or on lower ride jeans gives
you shape and lots of style.
Were ready for the fall kickoff with
new suits with every'length skirt and
pants in a multitude of fabrics and textures.
Faux trims are everywhere on sweaters.
jackets, coats and dresses. They are a hot
look for fall. We have separate fur collars
to jazz up any sweater, dress or coat.
New leather trimmed jeans, vests and
jackets in denim from Tellunde are here
too.
We have wonderful new cutesy tops
perfect for jeans. regular pants or even
under a suit. They make a plain suit more
fun and interesting.
New jackets in brocades, textures and
patterns that are great for every size lady
have just arrived.
Beautiful new handbags are here also.
you will love them.
New sleeveless cowl neck sweaters just
arrived — we had them in red, now olive.
black, wine and off white to be worn
alone or under a jacket or sweater.
Homecoming is looking good this year
— great looks for every age, from Casual
to dressy, sweater coats. suedes, leather.
faux leather, we have a style for you.
Congratulations to Ashley Ray who won
The jewelry at our luncheon last Friday.
Join us this week and try on some French
Dressing jeans — you will love them and
help a worthy cause.
A new feature will be the "quote of the
week" — "To be enlightened is to be intimate with all things —"adapted from the
teachings of Zen Master Dogen Life is
short lets live it — a DK saying.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report.

4-e0K-guly
The Sorneihme for Evervone Skpre

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
The Angels Community Clinic will be raising
funds for continuing clinic operations through
food sales throughout the Hazel Day Celebration on Saturday, Oct. 6.
Clinic volunteers will offer sausage and also
ham biscuits for "early birds" beginning at 7
a.m. Also available will be hot coffee, cold drinks,
bottled water, barbecue sandwiches, hot dogs,
chili dogs, chili, white beans and cornbread, fruit cobblers and
homemade pies. Barbecue by the pound also will be available.
This event will begin the "Good Samaritan" fundraising appeal
on behalf of the Angels Clinic which provides free medical care
and prescription medications to the working poor of Calloway
County.

Need Line lists needs
Murray-Calloway County Need Line has listed canned meat and
poultry, macaroni and cheese and cereal as food needs; and men's
and women's deodorant, shampoo, feminine hygiene supplies,'shaving
cream and razors, toothpaste, toothbrushes for children, small and
large diapers and pull ups, detergent and bleach as personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies. Items may be taken to the Need Line office
at 804 Story Ave., near Grace Baptist Church. For information call
753-6333.
BAZAAR PLANNED...Pictured are (l-r) Norma Paschall, Martha Crawford and Ve Severns
at a recent workshop of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. These
members are crafting wreaths and baskets for the annual bazaar to be held at the club
house on Saturday, Oct. 27. from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. The public is invited.

Descendants of the late John David and Eliza Morgan and friends
will have a reunion on Sunday, Oct. 7, at the large pavilion near the
old courthouse at Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck meal will
be served at noon. For information call Robbie Hughes at 753-5166
or Stella Morgan at 436-5527.

Fulcher reunion Saturday
A reunion of the descendants of the late Orville and Ruby Fulcher
will be Saturday, Oct. 6, at the portion of the city park at Payne and
North 8th Streets. A potluck lunch will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call Juanita Woods at
753-3624 or Marjorie Williams at 436-5640.

Scarborough/Scarbrough reunion
The annual Scarborough/Scarbrough reunion will be Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 5 and 6, at Paris Landing State Park Inn. Registration
will start at 3 p.m. Friday with sessions at 7 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. Saturday and banquet style meal at noon Saturday. For more information call Murrell Madrey at 753-5701 or in Henry County, Tenn., call
Carlos Owens at 1-731-644-2536.

Shrine Club meeting Thursday

TROOP EVENT...Southwest Troop #2170 recently enjoyed
their cookie sale proceeds with a bowling outing at
Corvette Lanes and Matt B's Pizza. Pictured are Jennifer
Canter. Tamara Turner, Hally McCuiston, Erin Jones, Kate
Walls, Taylor Satterwhite, Katie Brazelton, Heather McGinnis. Whitney Gardner, Lindsey McDougal and Emily McKnight.

Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet Thursday,
Oct. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the club building on Highway 121 North. This
month's meeting will include nominations for Shrine Club officers for
the coming year. All members are encouraged to attend. A meal will
be served.

Dream Factory changes meeting
The Dream Factory meeting, scheduled Oct. 4, has been changed
to Thursday, Oct. 18, at 6 p.m. at AmeriHost Inn, Murray. For information call 436-6295.

Sutton will speak on book of Revelation
Dr. Hilton Sutton, one of the
nation's foremost authorities on
the prophetic scriptures. including

Physical Therapy
for Urinary
Incontinence
DO YOU EXPERIENCE
ANY OF THESE
SYMPTOMS?
+ Loss of urine with physical
activities such as lifting, walking or going up and down
stairs.
▪ Loss of urine when you
cough or sneeze.
• The need to wear protective
pads due to the loss of urine
+ Prolapse (a feeling of
"falling out")

the book ol Revelation, will speak

at Murray First Assembly of God
on Saturday at 6 p.m. and Sunday at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Church officials said "Dr. Sutton is in great demand in the United States, Canada and around the
world. He teaches Bible prophecy
in a way that inspires victory, joy,
peace and hope without doom and
gloom or speculation. His exciting Bible-based positive messages
have brought many thousands to
salvation and set believers free
from unscriptural fear of the future."
Sutton has personally addressed
the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the
United States Military, the Israeli
Knesset and the Israel Foreign
Ministry. He is acquainted with
former Prime Minister of Israel,
Ehud Barak. His personal friends
include past Israeli Prime Ministers Benjamin Netanyahu, Shimon
Peres, Yitzahk Shamir and the late
Yit7ak Rabin and Menachem Begin.

"Dr
Sutton's
more than
50-plus
years of
studying
and
preaching
the
prophecies
of
the Scripture qualify him as
the senior
prophetic
Dr. Sutton
teacher of
our day," church officials said.
He has authored 15 books,
including Revelation Revealed, a
verse-by-verse study of the book
of Revelation.
The church invites the public
to attend. Child care will be provided. For information call 7536695.
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Urinary incontinence is not a
normal process of aging. It can
affect women of all ages from
the child bearing years and
throughout life. Most people
with bladder control problems
can be helped or cured.
Together with your physician
we can design a treatment
program appropriate for your
situation. To find out how you
might benefit from the available treatment options please
call our office. It is not neces-

sary to suffer in silence.

Physical
Therapy
of Murray,
Elizabeth
PSC
Hancock, rr
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Murray, KY 42071
270-759-5053

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 4, at 1 p.m. at the neviLMurray State University greenhouse,
Pullen Farm, Highway 94 West. Hostesses will be Elizabeth Pasco,
Zula Sykes, Valerie Morris and Wilma Wilson.

Art exhibit at Curris Center
Ndiaga Niang has an exhibit of African art now on display on the
second floor of the Murray State University Curris Center today (Tuesday) through Friday, Oct. 5.

Bass 'n Gals will meet
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals Cluti is scheduled to meet tonight
(Wednesday), Oct. 3, at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille.

Prescott-Cothrin event planned
The Prescott and Cothrin family reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 6,
at 11 a.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist Church, Princeton. A potluck meal
will be served at noon. For information call Myrtle at1-270-365-9182
or Margaret at 1-270-365-5434.

Barnett meeting Saturday

Recognition fish fry planned
The annual volunteer and donor recognition fish fry of the Land
Between The Lakes Association will be Saturday, Oct. 6, at 3:30 p.m.
at the Golden Pond Visitor Center, just off Highway 68/80. Persons
are asked to bring a winning entry for the fabulous dessert contest
and lawn chair. Ticket price is free with RSVPs made by Oct. 1 by
calling 1-800-455-5897.

•

Hunter Safety course planned
Gary Nance of the sporting goods department at Wal-Mart will
conduct a hunter's safety course on Oct. 4, 5 and 6, starting at 6
p.m. at the store. For information call 753-2195 and ask for sporting
goods.

•Beginner & Specialty Classes
•Photo Preservation

5pec-ial Delivery

—OPENING SPECIAL —

These blessed events have been regttered with

1 0% OFF
Your Total Purchase With This Ad Thru 10/31/01

/

Dedicated to Women's Health
104 N. 5th St., Suite 101B

Garden Department will meet

Barnett Cemetery meeting will be Saturday, Oct. 6 at the cemetery, located at Pottertown. A business meeting will be at noon followed by a potluck meal. Donations are especially needed for the
property the cemetery is planning to purchase. Those unable to attend
1 may send their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to
Hazel Jean Brandon, 1504 Keenland, Murray, KY 42071 or Dale
Campbell, 1906 Melrose, Murray, KY 42071.

* Frequent need to urinate
• Decreased confidence in
daily activities due to leakage.

Couples Bridge at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday, Oct.
6, at 7:30 p.m. at the club. Hosts will be Pam and Gerry Kelly,
phone 753-9673.

Morgan reunion Sunday

Grace Page,
MSU senior,
named as
first alternate
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Mia Ann
Heaston. 19, of Covington, Tenn.,
was crowned as the 2001 Miss
Mid-Seuth Fair on Sept. 22 in
the Creative Arts Center.
A graduate of Covington High
School and a junior majoring in
broadcast journalism at the University of Memphis, she is the
daughter of Mark and Maxcine
Heaston.
Grace Elaine Page, 22. Trimble, Tenn., was named as first
alternate. She is a senior at Murray State University majoring in
agricultural science and education. She is a graduate of Dyer
County High School.
Ten ladies between the ages
of 18 and 24 competed for the
crown in the 128th annual tvli‘
Mid-South Fair Contest.

Couples Bridge planned

Open: Tues , Wed & Sat 10-6, Th. 10-8, Fri. 10-11, Sun. 1-5

753-6889
CHESTNUT HILLS • MURRAY
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Chuck & Chen Hayes
Jason Bucy & Stephanie Keel
Inga Elkins
Brian & Amy Mills
Micheal & Julie Moffitt
Kasey & Amanda Williams
David & Candi Outland
Free GIP Wrapping
& Delivery

WC

MESA

us.

Marla Overby
David & Missy Parrish
Zachary & Mary Joanna Ross
Mickey & Knstie Thompson
David & Karen Weatherly
Duke & Courtney Pettit
Melissa Wynn

babies in bloom
209 N. 12th St. • Murray

753-7534
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Hodges-Burnett
vows will be
said Oct. 20
Tammy Hodges and Micheal
Burnett of Murray announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hodges
of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Essie Morris and
the late Tom Hodges and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Noble Scarbrough, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mrs. Roberta Burnett and the late
Bobby Burnett of Murray. He is
the grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Burnett and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Perkins Adams, all of
Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday,
Oct. 20, 2001, at 5 p.m. at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the
church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

41'

Caroline Gallagher and Jeffrey Slinker

Gallagher-Slinker vows Embroiders
to be said in December Guild
will meet
Mr.
Friday
and Mrs. John Gallagher of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Caroline Kay Gallagher,
to Private First Class Jeffrey Lawrence Stinker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Stinker of Murray.
Miss Gallagher is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Gallagher and Mrs. Melba Suiter and the late Elroy Suiter, all of Murray.
PFC Stinker is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathis of
Murray and of the late Rev. and Mrs. R.A. Stinker, also of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School and is
employed by the Cheri Theaters and Murray-Calloway County Hospital Day Care Center.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is stationed at Cherry Point Marine Air Station, North
Carolina.
A December wedding is being planned.

'Thursdays with Morrie'
will be held on Thursday
"Thursdays With Morrie," a discussion group w
....413--books with
end-of-life themes, will meet Thursday. Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 Main St.,
Murray, host for the monthly sessions.
Participants of all denominations are welcome, whether or not
they have read the books slated
for discussion.
Two books on the agenda Thursday night are Winter Grace by Kathleen Fischer which explores the
spiritual dimensions of aging; and
A Grief Observed by C.S. Lewis
which examines the pain associated with loss of a loved one and
talks about struggles with faith
that often emerge during bereavement and mourning.
Rose Bogal-Allbritten, chair of
St. John's outreach commission,
remarked that the events of Sept.
I I. 2001, make discussions of
death and drying particularly relevant. "We expect many insights
will he shared in the meeting. We
hope that people find comfort and

Ky Baptists...

wisdom in talking about the books
chosen for the month."
This group will meet the first
Thursday of each month from
October to May, but no meeting
will be in November.
Other books and dates for meetings include the following:
Final Gifts by Patricia Kelley
and Maggie Callahan, Dec. 6; The
Virtues of Aging by Jimmie Carter
or Tuck Everlasting by Natalie
Babbitt, Jan. 3; Our Town by Thornton Wilder, Feb. 7:
The Good Death by Marilyn
Webb, March 7; American Way
of Death Revisited by Jessica Mitford or The Loved One by Evelyn Waugh, April 4; Aging With
Grace: What the Nun Study Teaches Us About Leading Longer,
Healthier and More Meaningful
Lives by David Snowdon, May 2.
For more information call the
church. 753-6908.

Embroiders Guild of America
will meet Friday. Oct. 5, at 10
a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray.
This new chapter is open to
all interested people in this region.
The United States has 350 local
chapters. As a non-profit guild, it
makes extensive resources and programs available to assist members in achieving the special goals.
All members are encouraged to
pursue their areas of art needlework using EGA advantage of
correspondence courses, master
craftsman study programs, research
fellowships, advance study and
teacher certification programs.
Members have use of extensive lending and reference library,
historic needlework collections, and
the exhibit gallery. A 'magazine
subscription, individual lessons
donated by well known teachers,
are some of the benefits.
Some members travel all over
the United States for national programs. Others prefer to learn locally and others learn through individual correspondence courses.
Many members volunteer with local
youth groups or historical museums. The EGA has resources for
everyone who admires needlework.
For more information contact
Mary
at
Renquist
drenquist@wk.net or phone 4365824; or Kelli at needlart@apex.net
or phone 1-270-527-6980; or log
on to www.egausa.org.

SIGMA OFFICERS...Serving as officers of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club for the 2001-2002 club year are (l-r) Catherine Sivills, vice president; Sarah Curd,
chairman; Jennifer Waldrop, secretary; and Lee Ann Taylor, treasurer. The department held
its first meeting Sept. 10 in the form of a social night out at Boulders Restaurant. The
next meeting will be Monday, Oct. 8.

Thompson
honored
Chelsee
Thompson, a
senior at Murray
High
School, was
recent!)
selected as a
Rotary Club
Student of the
Month.
At MHS,
Thompson is
currently
Thompson
serving
as
president of both the Student Council and the senior class. She is
an active member of Tri-Alpha,
French Club and Pep Club.
She was selected to attend the
KHSAA National Leadership conference and has been inducted into
the National Honor Society. She
is pursuing the curriculum to
receive the Commonwealth diploma upon graduation from high
school.
Thompson is active in sports
serving as co-captain of the Lady
Tiger Soccer Team and the Lady
Tiger Basketball Team.
She is the daughter of Krista
and Tony Thompson. After graduation from high school she plans
to attend Murray State University, majoring in biology and pursuing a career in physical therapy.
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HARMON HONORED...James Harmon, center, was recently
honored with a life membership in the International Association of Lions Clubs. This honor is in recognition of his
outstanding service to the Murray Lions Club and his community. A plaque noting this honor was presented by Yancey
Watkins, past international director, right. At left is Harmon's wife, Jo Ann.

Roundtable on medicine set
MARTIN, Tenn. — The primitive art of Civil War medicine will
be explored during the 2001 Tom Elam Civil War Roundtable Symposium on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 5 and 6. at University of Tennessee, Martin. Sponsoring the event is the university's department of
history and philosophy.
The roundtable was established in the 1980s by a gift from Col.
and Mrs. Tom Elam of Union City. the roundtable brings noted speakers to campus on historical topics, particularly military history. Col.
Elam, a longtime University of Tennessee board of trustees member,
continued on page 8A

SUBSCRIBE

0- Newman's Barber Shop

From Page 6A
tists about the potential of mission
service within their own backyard.
Workshop topics include:
•"How to Begin a Men's Ministry in Your Church"
• "Becoming a Baptist Builder'.
• "Helping When Disaster
Strikes: How to Become Disaster
Relief Trained"
• "Have a Camper, Will Travel: Experiencing Life as a Camper
On Mission"
• "Transforming Eastern Kentucky Through Eastern Kentucky
Sonrise"
• "Renewal Weekend Events"
• "Professional Christian Service Corps" • "How to Use Your Favorite
Past Time to Impact People for
the Kingdom"
• "Becoming an On Mission
Church"
Clebe McClary, a nationallyknown speaker severely injured
during fighting in the Vietnam
War, will share the story of his
experiences and how Christianity
has made a difference in his life.
Participants will then broken up
into groups to conduct mission projects in the Owensboro area on
Saturday morning.
For more information, contact
the KBC Brotherhood Department
' at (502) 244-6489 or toll free in
Kentucky at (888) 254-5720.
Information about the conference and area accommodations is
also available 'on the KBC Web
? site at www.kyhaptist.org/celebratethenlission.

er digital!

Murray, KY 42071
Cell: 270-339-0265
Hours:
Tuesday-Friday 8:00 a.m. to

Glory Sound

Charter Digital Cable'
Dim Aykr.
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Christian Entertainment
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An outreach ministry
sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Our Mission is to spread the
word of God through music,
skits, and inspirational readings. Our goal is
to provide a neutral atmosphere for
Christians of all demoninations to bring
unchurched friends and family, to enjoy
dinner and entertainment weekly.
•

•
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Thursday, October 4, 2001

GREEN
HORSE CAFE
121 State Route 121 North
Murray, KY
Call:(270) 759-9030
For Reservations

•

Ah,the melodious sounds of

• IIND •

• MIME • 0/1•Mo •

•

7:00-9:00 p.m.

6 oz. Sirloin with
baked potato, or
fries, salad, roll,
drink & dessert
$8.00 per person

the harmonica. Hear them on Charter Digital

FREE Installation
when you order
Charter Digital MVP Plus
including the
STARZ! Super Pak.

'
d swear you had center-row seats
Cable- and you
'
s the full, distinctive sound
at a concert. That
digital delivers. Want to hear more? Choose from lots of music
channels

and listen

Save

S15 a month!

1-800-CABLE ME

to the music you like. Plus, we give you more to

watch. With the Charter Digital MVP Plus Package, you get lots of

W• Mot Mew,.

premium channels, thousands of movies a month and a variety of
specialty channels - all with a crisp digital picture. Plus, you get all

Make sure to ask about our
Dish Buy Back Offer.

your local channels at no extra cost. All from the company with the
most advanced digital platform. If you haven't experienced it, you don't
know what you
'
re missing. See for yourself. Hear for yourself, too.

#

C01119.10hArSiter

Limited time offer Service commitment required Offer valid for new Subscribers only in wired residential serviceable areas Offer
applies to standard installation on up to three outlets only Additional equipment may be required Equipment rental is extra
Custom or wallfish installation not included Taxes and fees are not included Digital service not available in all areas Some chan
nelS only available with the purchase of additional channels Any introductory offers are good only for the time specified there
after, standard monthly premium service fees apply Other restrictions may am* •ii in Hew Hit Movies' based upon year 2000
total number of prime time airings of first ron theatricals win at least $20 1st in box bike r•ceiots
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Birth
Jaydan Russell
Cynthia D. Russell of 4146
U.S. Hwy. 641 South, Murray, is
the mother of a son, Jaydan Christopher (IC.) Russell, born on Thursday, Sept. 20, 2001, at 3:15 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A sister is Reannon Nance.
Grandparents are Charles Darrell Russell, Rhonda Russell and
the late Jo Ellen Mattox Russell.
Great-grandparents are Frank
and Grace Mattox and Billie Russell and the late J.C. Russell.

Jerald Tabers III

REUNION...South Marshall High School Class of
1961 reunited for its 40-year class reunion at
Kenlake State Resort Park Aug. 18. Guests were
Randolph Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Reed Conder, Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Cope, Miss Betty Elkins, Mrs.
Wilma Pace, Mrs. Julie Smith and Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Warren. Marlene Smith Schroader and Jimmie Burkeen were selected as classmates changing the least; Janice Staples McCuiston and Robert
Copeland as classmates changing the most. A
memory tribute was paid to deceased classmates:
Beverly Edwards Barrett, Billy Burnett, Darlene

Brindley Colson, Tommy Dick, Barbara Mason ,Driver, Jewell HendriCkson, Jerry Franklin Lovett and
Jackie Weaver. Unless noted, all classmates live
in the Benton/Hardin area. Pictured (l-r), Joquita
Houser Brewer, Marlene Smith Schroeder, Donna
Lynch Mathis, Kaye Pitt Norman, Judy Cunningham Filbeck, Sue Phillips Noles, Annette Smith
Sutherland, Barbara Elrod Sloan, Marietta Wadkins Novak, Sue Smith Whitt, Symsonia, and Loretta VVadkins Madden; center row, James Inman,
Calvert City, Jerry Byerly, Pat I. Brown, Huntington, W.Va., Janice Staples McCuiston, Murray,

Phyllis Green Smith, Brenda Cope Lovett, Hannah Sutherland Sego, Loucretia Shepeard McDougal, Murray, Merylene McKendree Henderson, Jerylene McKendree Dick, Betty Gordon York, Molene
York Rudd, Judith Starks Slaughter, Phyllis June
York Pearson, Farmington, Dinah Cope Hurley,
Tim Cent, Marietta, Ga., and Dale Williams; back
row, Gerald Howell, Glen Reed, Jimmie Burkeen,
Murray, Larry Faircloth, Paul Jones, Clifford Penn,
Robert Copeland, Rock Springs, Wyo., Narvin Darnall, Princeton, James Sins, Struthers, Ohio, and
Michael Staples, Paducah.

Pictures still collected
Tanya Key, Debbie Holt and Renee Howard of

Family Haircare
Welcome New Stylists

Jolene Wyatt

Cindy Meador

Tiffany Garrigus

(forme', f Upper Cuts)

(se habla espanol)

Specializing in: Hair Loss Treatments, Updos
Nioxin and JPMs Products & Color

All major credit and debit cards accepted.
Now Open Wednesdays
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9-4

ty and Murray have changed.
New brochures will be available at the Calloway County Public Library, Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce and many
local businesses.
Book orders and picture collection will continue at the Murray Woman's Club House, 704
Vine St., Murray, Tuesdays and
Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m.
For book orders at $34.50 each
plus tax of $2.07 for Kentucky
retidents may be mailed to Calloway County Pictorial History, P.O.
Box 685, Murray, KY 42071. Pictures for the publication may also
be mailed to the same address.

Medicine ...

Watch for upcomingfund raisers to benefitfamilies
of 9/11/01 victims.

753-0542

The time for the collection of
pictures for the Calloway County
Pictorial History has been extended through Nov. 20, 2001, according to members of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club
who are publishing the book
through the Turner Publishing Company.
Pictures of your church, family reunions, school reunions, servicemen for all the different wars,
weddings, farming events, family
homesteads, multi-generations and
even recent events of historical
value may be submitted.
Pictures of the exterior and interior of places of business help
people to see how Calloway Coun-

Olympic Plaza

"Overview of Medicine in the
Civil War," "Anesthesia in the
Civil War," "Diary of a Civil War
died in March 1998.
The event will begin at 9 a.m. Nurse during the Columbus-BelFriday in the Phillip Watkins audi- mont Battle," Medicine in the
torium located in the Boling Uni- Trans-Mississippi" and "A Case
of Neurosurgery" with special visversity Center.
Friday's events will include iting professors as speakers.
The roundtable will continue at
9 a.m. Saturday in the Norman
Campbell auditorium in the Andy
Holt Humanities Building. Dr. Lonnie Maness, UT Martin history
professor, will give an overview
of "The War in West Tennessee."
Following the formal presentation Saturday, interested persons are
invited to Columbus-Belmont Park
in western Kentucky where they'
will witness a model camp•set up
by re-enactors. The group will
leave in university vans for the
park at 10:15 a.m. and return at
3 p.m. The cost for the picnic
and transportation will be $10.
The symposium is free.

From Page 7A

Christmas
Ornament Debut tr

Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Tabers Jr.
of 1411 Old Hickory Rd., Kirksey, are the parents of a son, Jerald Wayne (Trey) Tabers III, born
on Thursday, Sept. 20, 2001, at
4:09 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
seven ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Jennifer Jones.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dwane Jones of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerald Tabers Sr. of
Kirksey.
Two great-grandmothers are
Mrs. Norma Kear and Mrs. Earl
Willis, both of San Antonio, Texas.

Julian Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. Jared T. Lassiter
of Dexter are the parents of a
son, Julian Pierce Lassiter, born
on Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001, at
6:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
four ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Catherine Grunert.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Patricia Lassiter of Dexter and
Bob and Judi Grunert of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are John and
Anna Mae Lassiter of Murray and
Ruth Grunert of R, N.Y.

Hannah Tubbs
Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Tubbs of
the Olive community of Marshall
County are the parents of a daughter, Hannah Rachelle Tubbs, born
on Monday,Sept. 10, 2001,at 11:52
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby Weighed six 'pounds
10 ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former
Rachel Garland. A brother is Dakota Holland.
Grandparents are George Garland and Wilma Evans, Murray,
Larry Tubbs, Hardin, Margaret
Lovett, Aurora, and Pearl Garland, Murray.
Great-grandparents are Burlin
and Juanita Woods, Murray, Reba
Lovett and the late Wilburn Lovett,
Olive, and Norma Tubbs and the
late Kenneth Tubbs, Hardin.

Jackson Hale
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Hale of
227 D'Lynne, Aubrey, Texas, are
the parents of a son, Jackson
O'Brien Hale, born on Tuesday,
Sept. 18, 2001, at 6:33 a.m. at
Denton Regional Medical Center,
Denton, Texas.
The baby weighed seven pounds
15'ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former
LaDawn Cook.
Grandparents are Donald and
Dorothy Cook and Delores Hale,
all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Rosie
Cook and M.W.(Dub) Henry, both
of Murray, and Ruth Hahn, East
Prairie, Mo.
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Large or Small, We handle all your video needs

Weddings, Commercials, Industrial Training Films, Special Events, and More

October 6 & 7

Quality isn't expensive.
Its

Priceless

(270) 759 5314
(888) 580 3891
www.4twilight.com

Saturday 10-9 Sunday 1-5
Free Gift with

purchase

Ginger's Hallmark
,)hoppeq et Aultit09
640 N. 12th St.
Visit our other locations in Mayfield & Paducah

Catch the second stop on Santa's World Tour 2001.
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$2.00 OFF
ANY SIZE CAKE'
with coupon only
>nly standard cake flavors

Ashby's Sterling Ice Cream
508 N. 12th St.• Murray •(270) 753-3111
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HOSPITAL

Takinghealthcare new places
A n open letter to the citizens of Murray and Calloway County from the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners and the Hospital Administration.
It has come to our attention that misinformation is circulating and causing concerns among members of our community. The citizens of this county have supported our fine facility by utilization
and through their actions for many years. We are appreciative of this support and would like to take
this opportunity to make clear the following points:
*There is no discussion or interest in changing the ownership of the hospital
•In the future, we will oppose changing the ownership of the hospital.
•We have been told that an ownership change on the part of the hospital would require,
at a minimum,the following:
-An affirmative vote of the Board of Commissioners
-An affirmative vote of the Fiscal Court
-An affirmative vote of the City Council
-(Possibly) An affirmative vote of the people of Murray and Calloway County
-Aspects of the transaction would have to be approved by the Attorney General of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky and the Internal Revenue Service
-Members who sit on the Board of Commissioners for the hospital are representatives from our
community. The Board of Commissioners are nominated by the County Judge Executive, a member of the Fiscal Court, the City Mayor,a member of the City Council, the President of the Chamber
of Commerce, and the hospitals Medical Chief of Staff and the Chairperson of the Board of
Commissioners. Once the nominating committee has completed this task, the nominated members
are selected by vote of the Fiscal Court and the City Council.
-Nominees presented to the City Council and the Fiscal Court have disclosed any conflict of
interest and displayed a willingness to dedicate significant amounts of time participating in educational opportunities and volunteer hours in order to enhance the health of this community.
The hospital is strong - it is successful - and it is here to serve the needs of the people of Murray
and Calloway County. We anticipate continued growth for those who have supported us for so long
and continued successful opportunities for the employees past and present who have dedicated
and continue to dedicate their lives to our mission.
We affirm that collectively and individually, we oppose any change of ownership of MurrayCalloway County Public Hospital Corporation.
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL,
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Scott Seiber, Chairman
Mayor Freed Curd, Vice Chair
Mrs. Oneida Boyd, Secretary
Dr. Don Chamberlain, Treasurer
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
Dr. Phillip Klapper

Mr. Don Henry
Mr. Charles Massey
Mr. David McMullin
Mr. Charles Walston
Mr. Isaac S. Coe
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Cardinals catch Houston
III Victory over
Brewers, Astros'
loss creates tie
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Mark
McGwire was just about the only
one in the St. Louis Cardinals'
clubhouse who wasn't watching
Barry Bonds bat in the ninth inning
Tuesday night.
He was in the trainer's room
at Miller Park — where there
aren't television sets — when Bonds
grounded out, leaving him with
69 homers, one shy of the record
McGwire set three years ago.
But McGwire was with the rest
of his teammates as they watched
San Francisco finish their win over
Houston. That dropped the Astros
into a tie for the NL Central lead
with the Cardinals, who beat Milwaukee 5-1 Tuesday night.
St. Louis, in first place for the
first time since May 28, has won
20 of 25.
Fernando Vina, vv-Iio hit the first
inside-the-park homer at Miller
Park, wasn't sure the Cardinals
ever would claw their way back
atop the NL Central.
"We've just been grinding. It's
been a long year for all of us,"
he said. "We had a tough time in
the first half, and after the All-

Star break we're playing the way
we're capable of."
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa said he saw this night coming.
"Our attitude has been relentless and ,we haven't taken anything for granted," La Russa
"We've
said.
been
pushing
and pushing. We
pitched well for
a long time and
we've
what
done, the middle of our lineespecially,
up
K1LE
we've got a lot
of offensive weapons going right
now, too."
Jim Edmonds, who hit a tworun homer and drove in three runs,
said most of the summer was a
waste, but the Cardinals are hitting stride just in time to salvage
the season.
"We've kind of been underachieving for four months and hopefully were putting it together at
the right time, at the end of the
year when everything's on the
line," Edmonds said.
Albert Pujols went 3-for-4 and
set the National League rookie
record with 353 total bases, and
Darryl Kile (16-10) scattered three

singles in five innings as the Cardinals stretched their winning streak
to six.
The Cardinals, who went 17-5
last month, also won seventh
straight over the Brewers, whose
23-48 record since the All-Star
break is the exact opposite of the
Cardinals' mark.
Milwaukee, completing its ninth
straight losing season, lost track
of the outs in the third and stayed
on the field following Placido
Polanco's inning-ending double
play.
The infielders threw the ball
around the diamond and the outfielders stood in place before they
realized it was their turn to bat.
Richie Sexson's ninth-inning
homer, his 41st, drove in the only
run for Milwaukee, which had four
hits.
Pujols singled in the first and
scored on Edgar Renteria's sacrifice fly, then doubled in the fourth
to tie the rookie total-base record
of 352, set by Philadelphia's Richie
Allen in 1964. Edmonds drove in
Pujols with a- single for a 2-0
lead.
Pujols singled in the sixth to
set the record before Edmonds'
two-run homer off Ben Sheets (1010). In the ninth, Pujols flied out
to the deepest part of the park,
center field.

"What a game," La Russa said.
"He's got a chance on every pitch
you throw him up there. He's got
such great plate coverage and hits
to all fields."
Vina said the Cardinals wouldn't be in the race without Pujols
"I call him a freak of nature.
You don't see too many people
come around like that ever," Vina
said. "He doesn't get in a slump.
He makes adjustment at-bat to atbat. He knows what he's doing.
He's amazing."
With one out in the fifth, Vina
hit an opposite-field liner just out
of the reach of diving left fielder Geoff Jenkins. Center fielder
Devon White didn't move until
the ball skipped past Jenkins, and
when it rolled to the wall, Vina
scored standing up with his second career S inside-the'-park home
run.
"He was just trying to make a
great catch," Vina said. "But I had
a little cut on the ball, so he just
missed it."
Vina's homer was his careerhigh eighth. He also had the first
inside-the-park homer at Pac Bell
Park in San Francisco.
Sheets lost his sixth straight decision. He hasn't won since June
29, a span of nine starts. He surrendered five earned runs and 11
hits in 6 2-3 innings.

FERNANDO MANIA...St. Louis second baseman Fernando
Vina sparked his team with an inside-the-park home run
during the Cardinals' 5-1 victory over the Brewers.

Clemson sparks Tigers' offense to victory
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The Murray High
Tigers got offensive in their matchup with
district rival Mayfield Tuesday night.
Senior forward Sean
Clemson led the offensive explosion with a hat
trick, scoring Murray's
first three goals in a
Tigers 7
7-3 triumph over the
Mayfield 3
Cardinals that improved
the Tigers' record to 11-5 overall and 51 in Second District play.
"I was really pleased with the way we

played ()Itensivel." said MHS head coach
James Weatherly. -Hopefully we can keep
it going when we play Marshall Thursday night."
Clemson didn't waste any time in getting the Tigers on the board, scoring two
of his goals in the first nine minutes of
action. The first came off an assist by
senior forward Hunter Quinton, who recorded three assists and one goal.
Sophomore Lucas Mathis was credited
with the second assist as Murray built an
early 2-0 advantage.
•
But Mayfield's Matt Hale answered
Clemson's second goal, knocking home
the Cardinals' first score off an assist

Irmo teammate Louis Fabian.
The goal gave the Cardinals a bit of
a spark, as they played MHS virtually
even for the rest of the half — answering the Tigers' last two goals with two
scores of their own.
Clemson found the net for his third
goal' and a 3-1 cushion with 15 minutes
left. But Patrick Conyea countered with
Mayfield's second score off a Fabian
assist.
With three minutes to go, Quinton
found the net from 15 yards out. But,
once again, the Cardinals responded as
Hale punched in his second goal of the
contest with less than a minute remain-

ing in the half, closing Mayfield to within 4-3 at the intermission.
Mayfield's rally didn't please Weatherly.
was real disappointed in the way
our defense played there at the end of
the first half," he noted.
"We had several breakdowns during
that stretch, so I challenged them at halftime to shut them down in the second
half."
The Tiger defense responded to Weatherly's plea, holding the Cardinals scoreless in the final 40 minutes.
Meanwhile, the Murray offense continued its dominance, receiving a pair of

MSU golfers
finish second

Tilghman blanks
Lady !Akers 6-0
to 3-0 with a goal set up by a
Staff Report
Paschall pass at the 25-minute
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County girls' soc- mark of the first half, and Golliher hanged home an unassisted
cer team's struggles continued with
a 6-0 loss to Paducah Tilghman goal six minutes later, for a 4-0
Tuesday at the Jim Nix Soccer halftime advantage.
Golliher struck again three minComplex.
The Lady Lakers (4-9) sus- utes out of intermission, and
tained their fifth consecutive defeat Paschall capped the scoring off a
as the visiting Lady Tornado out- helper from Anna Ransler after 15
minutes of action in the second
shot Calloway 29-1.
Chelsea Golliher scored a pair half.
Lady Laker goalkeeper Nicole
of goals as Lizzy Curtis and Annie
Paschall both tallied a goal and Erwin recorded 18 saves, while
Tilghman netminders Katie Green
an assist for Tilghman (10-4-1).
Lauren Venable and Lyndsey and Caitlyn Cecil notched one.
At 3-3 in the Second District
Hendrix put the Lady Tornado
ahead 2-0 with goals off loose standings heading into Thursday's
5:30 p.m. league match at Mayballs in front of the CCHS net.
Venable's unassisted score came field. Calloway is still in the mix
10 minutes into the match while for the third seed and a semifinal
Hendrix found the mark on a feed berth in the district tournament.
which Calloway County High
from Curtis two minutes later.
"Those first two goals were goal- School will host.
The district finalists will both
mouth scrambles where our defense
didn't move to the hall aggres- move on to the Girls' First Region
sively and kick the ball out clean- Tournament, which will be held
ly." said Lady Laker head coach at the home field of the Second
District champion.
Dean Short.
"It's been a tough road the last
"That's been a problem for us
all year, and Tilghman is better five games with some frustrating
than us with their first touch and losses. but I'm still optimistic that
in their ability to keep possession we can get third place and a district semifinal match." said Short.
and score goals."
Curtis pushed Tilghman's lead whose squad closes the regular

goals from Tom Masthay off assists from
Quinton and Rhett Clark, respectively.
Micah Greene scored off a penalty kick
to complete the scoring.
The Tigers dominated with 25 shots
— 15 of which were on goal — to just
12 from Mayfield.
MHS goalkeeper Justin Baurer recorded two saves while Mayfield's Evan Roberts
stopped eight shots.
Murray returns to action Thursday at
rival Marshall County, playing the second match of a girls'-boys' doubleheader, before closing out the regular season
Oct. 9 against crosstown rival Calloway
County.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Arkansas State outshot firstround leader and host Murray State
308-323 to claim the 2001 Lady
Racer Classic Tuesday at Miller
Golf Course.
The Lady Indians won the tournament with a 624 (315-308) while
MSU finished second with a 634
(311-323). Eastern Illinois was
third at 650, followed by Austin
Peay State at 654, BirminghamSouthern at 664, Samford 673,
Western Kentucky 674, Lipscomb
680, Rhodes 701, Murray State
Gold 716 and John A. Logan 619.
Shellie Wenzel of Arkansas State
tool medalist honors in the 56-golfer
tournament with a 151 (76-75).
Teammate Melissa Holland finished second with a 154 (76-78).
oetk
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Other members of the All-Lady
Racer Classic team were MSU
junior Stephanie Baskey and Austin
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
Peay State's Samantha Fox, who
ALMOST THERE...Calloway County senior Noelle Olsen (4) tied for third at 156. Eastern Illiand a Paducah Tilghman player race to get possession of nois teammates Amanda Minchin
the ball during action in Tuesday's match at the Jim Nix and Tyra Frederick were also named
to the squad after tying for fifth
Soccer Complex. Tilghman defeated the Lady Lakers 6-0.
place with a 157.
season at Murray Tuesday and at our last three games. and if we
"(Arkansas State) didn't play that
home versus Caldwell County- Oct. can accomplish that, it would give
well yesterday, but the course was
I I.
•
-us a big lift going into the dis- in good shape, and we were able
-We have the potential to win trict tournament."
to fire a good round today," Wen-

zel said. -Today. I was a little
more focused."
Other members of the secondplace Murray State squad included senior Kristen Margherio, who
tied .for seventh with a 158 (7682); sophomore Cuyler Hedley and
junior Kelly Wren, who tied for
10th at 160; and senior Megan Rees,
who tied for 16th with a 163 (8083).
Members of the MSU Gold
team included freshman Santia
Koch, who tied for 19th with a
165 (81-84); freshman Julie Bennett, who tied for 37th with a 175
(86-89); sophomore Nikki Orazine,
who finished at 44th with a 178
(90-88); sophomore Kim Ark, who
finished 52nd with a 198 (10197) and junior Emily Martin, who
finished 54th with a 204 (102102).
"Looking at the overall tournament, I think this was a good
tournament for us," said Lady Racer
coach Velvet Milkman. "Obviously, we're a little disappointed in
(Tuesday's) scores, but we're going
to work on getting better for our
next tournament."
Murray State will next compete at the Western Carolina Great
Smokies Collegiate Oct. 22-23 in
Waynesville, N.C.

menus not ready to reveal stalling qg Jordan, Wizards open camp
QB or riot Q/3'
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (AP)
Kentucky coach Guy Morriss isn't ready to tip
his hand just yet.
Following last weekend's 42-31 loss to Mississippi. Morriss said he didn't know who would
start at quarterback when the Wildcats traveled ,to
No. 13 South Carolina.
On Tuesday. Morriss continued to play it close
to the vest when asked whether redshirt freshman
Shane Boyd or sophomore Jared LA)renten would
be under center against the unbeaten Gamecocks
(4-0, 3-0 Southeastern Conference).
"I'm not going to announce that yet,- Morriss
said with a coy smile following Tuesday's practice. "I think we might wait until Saturday.
"I don't think there's any point in letting (South

Carolina) know who s going to start. And I think
we're still kind of waiting for one guy to kind
of step forward and claim the job as his own."
Both Boyd and Lorenzen played in last week's
loss to Mississippi with varying degrees of success.
Boyd made his third career start against Mississippi, scoring I- and 19-yard rushing touchdowns in the first half to keep Kentucky (1-3, 02) close into the third quarter.
Following three stalled possessions. Lorenzen
replaced Boyd — bringing a robust cheer from
the fans in the stands — with 1:03 remaining in
the quarter.
Boyd was 7-of-20 passing for 72 yards with
an interception.

WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) —
How did Michael Jordan look on
his first day of training camp?
Publicly, at least, he looked like
a guy sitting in a chair.
Reporters didn't get a chance
to see Jordan do anything but
watch from the sidelines Tuesday
as the Washington Wizards held
their first day of training camp.
Anyone sneaking a peek through
the windows could see Jordan handling a basketball, sometimes dribbling, sometimes shooting. He wore
a white Wizards practice jersey
with the uniform No. 23.

But when the doors finally
opened at 8 p.m. and a media
mob got a chance to watch the
final 15 minutes of a scrimmage,
Jordan had already quit playing.
For those absolutely starved for
Wizards tidbits, we offer the following: Tyronn Lue hit a shot
from halfcourt at the final buzzer
after zipping the length of the
court through nine players for a
layup with about two minutes left
in the scrimmage.
As for Jordan, he buried his
head in a towel when rookie Kwame
Brown missed a free throw He

yelled something at someone. lie
chewed gum.
He did not, however, give anyone with a camera or a notebook
any kind of glimpse into the state
of his game.
His teammate, Popeye Jones.
described what he saw:
"All you had to do was get to
the open area and he was finding
you. He was making some great
passes. he was scoring. He looked
great," Jones said. "Hey. I was
on his team, and I don't know if
you guys saw the scoreboard, but
we Won'
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pet GB
W
Atlanta
73 .535 —
84
1
74 .529
83
Philadelphia
4 1/2
78 .506
80
New York
10
83 471
74
Florida
92 414 19
Montreal
65
Central Division
L Pet. GB
W
66 580 —
91
Houston
66 580 —
91
St Louis
6
72 541
85
Chicago
420 25
91
66
Cincinnati
92 414 26
65
Milwaukee
98 380 31 1/2
60
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pet. GB
W
68 .567 —
89
Arizona
2
70 .554
67
San Francisco
6
74 .529
83
Los Angeles
80 .490 12
77
San Diego
86 .452 18
71
Colorado
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 10, N.Y_ Mets 1
Florida 4, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 3, Atlanta 1
San Francisco 4, Houston 1
Cincinnati 5. Chicago Cubs 4
St. Louis 5, Milwaukee 1
Anzona 10. Colorado 1
Loa, Angeles 5, San Diego 2
Today's Games
Cincinnati (J.Fernandez 0-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Lieber 19-6), 1:20 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Ritchie 11-14) at N.Y. Mets (Trachsel 10-13), 6:10 p.m
Montreal (Ohka 1-4) at Florida (Olsen 0-0),
6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Person 15-6) at Atlanta (Glavine
15-7). 605 p.m.
San Francisco (Schmidt 12-7) at Houston
(Mlicki 7-2). 705 p.m.
St. Louis (Smith 6-2) at Milwaukee (J.Wright
10-12). 705 p.m.
Colorado (Chacon 6-9) at Arizona (Schilling
21-6), 8:35 pm
Los Angeles (Gagne 5-7) at San Diego
(Jones 8-18), 9:05 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L PeL GB
93
x-New York
82 .600 —
77
79 .494 18 1/2
Boston
Toronto
76
81 .484 18
Baltimore
93 .404 30 1/2
63
98 .376 35
59
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
67 .571
89
x-Cleveland
7 1/2
Minnesota
75 .522
82
8
76 .519
82
Chicago
93 .408 25 1/2
64
Detroit
95 .395 27 1/2
62
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet. GB
45 .713
112
x-SeatIle
97
60 .618 15
y-Oakland
75
82 .478 37
Anaheim
72
85 .459 40
Texas
x-clinched division
y-clinched wild card
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore 4, Toronto 3
Minnesota 5, Detroit 0
N.Y. Yankees 6, Chicago White Sox 4
Tampa Bay 10, Boston 3
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 1
Seattle 14. Anaheim 5
Oakland 8, Texas 4
Today's Games
Texas (Bell 5-5) at Oakland (Lidle 12-6),
2:35 p.m.
Toronto (Coco 1-0) at Baltimore (Johnson
10-12), 605 p.m.
Minnesota (Milton 15-7) at Detroit (Come(0 3-4). 6:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garland 6-6) at N.Y.
Yankees (Mussina 16-11). 6:05 p.m.
Boston (Lowe 4-10) at Tampa Bay (Rupe
5-11), 6-15 p.m.
Cleveland (Sabathia 15-5) at Kansas City
(MacDougal 1-0), 705 p.m.
Seattle (Garcia 18-6) at Anaheim (Wise 14), 9:05 p.m.

NI pennant
races tighten
By The Associated Press
While Barry Bonds stayed stuck
on 69 homers, the Philadelphia
Phillies and St. Louis Cardinals
made major moves.
Randy Wolf allowed three hits
in eight innings, and Bobby Abreu
hit a two-run homer as Philadelphia won 3-1 at Atlanta and closed
within one game of the NL Eastleading Braves with five to play.
-We've got a pennant race."
Phillies manager Larry Bowa said.
"We have a young team that
believes in itself. This was huge."
In Milwaukee, Albert Pujols
•went 3-for-4 and set the NL rookie record with 353 total bases as
St. Louis beat the Brewers 5-1
and tied Houston for the NL Central lead.
"We've kind of been underachieving for four months, and
hopefully we're putting it together at the right time, at the end of
the year when everything's on the
line," said Jim Edmonds. who hit
a two-run homer and drove in
three runs.
With five days remaining in the
regular season, the defending NL
champion New York Mets. Los
Angeles and Chicago were eliminated from postseason contention.
In other NL games. it was San
Francisco 4, Houston 1: Arizona
10, Colorado 1: Cincinnati 5,Chicago 4: St. Louis 5, Milwaukee I;
Pittsburgh 10. New York 1: Los
Angeles 5, San Diego 2; and Florida 4. Montreal 3.
At Turner Field, Greg Maddux
(17-11) failed for the seventh time
to win his 18th game. giving up
two runs and six hits in eight
innings. His seven-game winless
streak is his longest since 1991.
Jose Mesa worked the ninth for
his 40th save.
Giants 4, Astros 1
Bonds reached base tour times
at Enron Field, but remained' one

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY
HIGH SCHOOL GOLF
• Boys' State Tournament
Somerset, Ky. - 9 am.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
• Louisville vs. Murray State
Cutthin Field - 4 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Calloway Co. vs. Graves Co.
Mayfield, Ky. - 5 p.m.
• Murray vs. Marshall County
Draffenville, Ky. - 7 p.m.
GIRLS' SOCCER
• Murray vs. Marshall County
Draffenville Ky. - 5:30 p.m.
• Calloway Co. vs. Mayfield
liplayfield. Ky. - 5:30 p.m.
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Saluki
netters
trounce
MSU 3-1
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Southern Illinois ended the Murray State women's volleyball team's
five-match homestand by handing
MSU its ninth straight toss 2730, 30-27, 30-21, 30-24 Tuesday
at Racer Arena.
The Salukis (5-9) used a .274
attack percentage and 19 blocks
to rally from a set down to defeat
the 1-14 Racers, who went .120
at the net and managed just two
blocks.
Kim Cappa and Trena Fish led
Murray with 19 kills apiece as
Cappa contributed 16 digs in defeat.
Jessica Wood added 12 kills and
15 digs.
Chrissy Dabbert dished out 54
assists for the Racers, which also
received three aces and 10 digs
from Kristen Jones.
SIU was powered by Kelly Harman's 17 kills while Tara Cains
and Kristie Kemner added 12
apiece. Jenny Noel notched 10 kills,
16 digs and 2.5 blocks.
Megan Baumstark recorded 52
assists, 12 digs and four blocks
for the Salukis as Cains added
10 digs and two blocks and Kernner collected 13 digs. Lisa Vodin
served up two aces and Lindsey
Schultz provided 8.5 blocks.
Murray State returns to Ohio
Valley Conference play Sunday
when it searches for its first league
win in six tries during a visit to
Tennessee Tech at 2 p.m. in
Cookeville.

SUPPORT FROM HOME.. The Calloway County boys' and girls golf teams wished teammate Josh Burks the best of luck during the state tournament Thursday and Friday at
Somerset Country Club. Burks, the second individual golfer to qualify at last week's
First Region Tournament, will begin his first round at the state tournament at the 10th
tee Thursday at 2:33 p.m.

Louisville AAA baseball
team changes nickname
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville's minor-league baseball
team will field a shorter name
and a new look next season.
The Triple-A team, called the
RiverBats the past few seasons, will
go by the name Louisville Bats.
Team officials said the shorter name
reflects what fans already call the
team.
The new name gives the team
a closer connection with its stadium, Louisville Slugger Field,
and clears up any questions about
biology, said team president Gary
Ulmer.
"People used to ask me all the
time what a RiverBat was, and I

Arkansas stadium
funding approved

short of Mark McGwire's home
run record with five games to
play. Bonds went 1-for-2 with two
walks, and was hit by a pitch.
Ramon Martinez hit the Giants'
franchise-record 227th home run
of the season as they won for the
sixth time in eight games and
remained two games behind Westleading Arizona.
Kirk Rueter (14-12) allowed
one run in 6 1-3 innings, and
Robb Nen pitched the ninth for
his 44th save. Shane Reynolds
(13-11) was the loser.
D'backs 10, Rockies 1
Randy Johnson (21-6) got his
200th victory as Arizona won for
the fifth time in six games. Johnson allowed four hits in seven
innings and struck out six to raise
his season total to 372 — 11 shy
of the season record Nolan Ryan
set in 1973.
Luis Gonzalez hit his 56th homer
and drove in three runs, and Greg
Colbrunn had four hits and tied a
club record willf three doubles.
Mike Hampton (14-13) allowed
eight runs and nine hits in 6 1-3
innings for visiting Colorado as
his ERA rose to 5.41.
Reds 5, Cubs 4
Sammy Sosa became the first
player in major league history with
three 60-homer seasons, connecting in the first off Lance Davis
at Wrigley Field. Sosa hit 66 homers
in 1998. when McGwire set the
season record and followed that
with 63 in 1999.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — University of Arkansas trustees
said Tuesday the school could sell bonds to finance final renovations at Razorback Stadium after campus officials said the project's
cost had gone up again.
Chancellor John White said renovations and a 21,000-seat expansion at the stadium in Fayetteville were approaching $120 million
— two to three times initial estimates.
In 1998. when Athletic Director Frank Broyles announced his
plan to expand the stadium, he said it would cost between $40 million and $60 million. White said the $120 million cost did not represent cost overruns but reflected changes in the scope and Schedule of the project in response to "an outpouring of support" for it.
"It's a much superior stadium today because we saw there was
such great support. We saw our fans were prepared to pay for it,"
White said.

never had a real answer," he said.
"I'm happy that now I can just
say 'Bats."
A Single-A team in Greensboro, N.C., already goes by the
name Bats.
"We never asked Greensboro
for their permission, because we
just assumed they wouldn't want
to share their name," Ulmer said.
"But this summer, after three years
of watching our name evolve, we
said, 'What the heck, let's ask
them."'
Greensboro officials granted

Louisville permission to become
fellow Bats. Greensboro still owns
the trademark rights to the nickname and can rescind the agreement at any time.
Louisville's owners have also
changed the team's logo and color
schemes. The cartoonish purpleand-green logo will be replaced
with a more futuristic-looking black
and purple bat, trimmed in gold.
The team's mascot, Buddy Bat,
will remain the same, but new
uniforms and caps will be unveiled
before next season.

SportsBriefs
The Murray Middle School football team ended a two-game losing skid with
a 24-18 victory over Crittenden County Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium as
quarterback Hugh Rollins passed for two touchdowns and figured in all three
of the Jr. Tigers' two-point conversions.
MMS (4-2) pulled ahead 8-0 late in the first quarter on Stephen Montgomery's 1-yard touchdown run and Rollins scamper for the conversion. But
the visiting Jr. Rockets answered to make it an 8-6 contest in the second period.
However, Rollins found Aaron Wilson for a 30-yard scoring pass with 35
seconds left in the first half and then connected with Joey Jackson on the
conversion to give Murray a 16-6 edge going into intermission.
Rollins and Wilson hooked up once more on a 35-yard TD strike in the
third quarter, and the Jr. Tigers' lead grew to 24-6 on Rollins' two-point aerial to Joe Benton.
Thanks to a successful onside kick, Crittenden responded with consecutive
touchdowns in the fourth to cut the margin to six points, but tailback Rashad
Troup made several key runs as Murray maintained possession for the final
four minutes of the game.
Brian Fogle recorded three sacks from his nose guard position for the Jr.
Tigers, who close their season at Marshall County Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in
Draffenville.
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We Saved You s1 per,Gallon

Need a cool place to meet?
Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

Our
customers
who prebought gas
early saved almost $1 per
gallon for gas last winter, call us
early to get your prebuy for this next winter.
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Bereaved swim against the tide ofgrief
BY MARCIA LATTANZI-LICHT
There was a time when my grief
: was so loud I could barely stand the
noise.
A drunken driver killed my
daughter. Ellen. when she was 17. I tolerance for the slow journey
Although Daryl Kipke was 37
remember the physical blow of
through sorrow.
years old when his father, Charles,
: hearing she was dead. 1 couldn't
The language of "closure" false- died last year, the void left him
catch my breath and I couldn't stop ly suggests that grief can be neatly
stunned and bereft. He'd lost his
crying. It seemed as if someone had wrapped up and put away. Families mentor and friend.
: set off a bomb that destroyed the
are often scattered across the coun"Who will be excited in the way
house of my life.
try, making the reality of the loss
dad was to hear about my next
Everywhere I looked, there was
remote for the individual's loved
project, my successes, or help me
: loss.
ones. Yet, grief is an experience
sort through ideas? I thought we
The land of grief, with its sorthat permanently changes us.
would have a lot more time togeth• rowful valleys and mountains that
When my daughter died in 1985, er," Kipke said.
seem too high to climb, is a destimy thinking was scattered, and I
He was especially heartbroken
• nation all humans eventually find.
felt like an animal prowling, trying
that his father would miss seeing a
: Its hallmarks are a sense of shock
to protect what was left of my
brand-new granddaughter, Tessa
and numbness, a feeling of being
world. I wished I could trade my
Rose, grow up.
alone and a desolation that searches life for Ellen's, but I wasn't given
Kipke did some things that
for meaning.
that choice. I realized how limited
helped him cope and comprehend
"It's like a nightmare, and I kept and powerless I was.
the reality of his loss. He went to
hoping to wake up," said Marlene
As much as I loved Ellen, I
Michigan to help make the decision
Wilson of Boulder, Cob., whose
could not keep her alive.
with his family to end his dad's life
husband died suddenly.
My faith was shaken. Suddenly
support. Afterward, he found com"I never really knew what forev- my life was smaller and poorer, and fort in writing the obituary.
er meant until my dad died." said
I felt a crushing burden of sorrow
He visited a ballpark his dad had
Daryl Kipke of Tempe, Ariz.,
weighing on me.
helped design to gain inspiration
whose father died of prostate canThe only reason to keep on was
for the eulogy. But even though his
cer at 65. "I can't believe that I'll
that her brother. Steve, 16, needed
five children and wife, Paula, supnever see him again."
me.
ported and stood by him at the
As 76 million baby boomers
I also was angry. Ellen's death
funeral, Kipke had a hard time talkcreep up the ladder of years, grief
was the result of someone else's
ing much about his sorrow.
is there to meet them.
irresponsible behavior. I felt cheatHe knew his wife was grieving
More than 2.3 million people die ed out of a lifetime with her. And I
in her own way, as women do, by
in the United States each year.
was angry for Ellen's brother, who
expressing her emotions and seekAlmost a million people are widnot only lost his best friend but also ing out relationships. There were
owed, and those who die usually
was now an only child.
times Kipke could not do that.
leave behind adult children. As the
Yet. I could see that it was
Like many men, he dove into his
U.S. population ages, more
painful for others to see the depth
work and kept his thoughts mostly
Americans are experiencing firstof my anger and sorrow. That led
to himself. He tried to be strong for
hand the pangs of grief, which
me to keep my grief quiet. except
his mother, although even that hurt.
knows no racial, financial or reliwith the people I could trust to lis"It was difficult for me to see
gious boundaries.
ten.
my mother alone when she visited
Yet, how a society handles grief
Why? I realized that people
during the holidays. I was used to
is not just an individual challenge
judge how well someone is doing
being with my parents as a couple.
but also a collective one. American
in mourning by the degree to which They should have been able to
emphasis on the quick fix creates
they do not show tears.
grow old together," he said.
impatience with grieving and a low
My experience was not unique.
"At 64, my mom was too young

FINDING OUR WAY

to be a widow."
One of the most difficult parts of
grief is this: It makes us feel so
alone. When loved ones die, survivors may feel powerless, angry or
shaken by a loss of innocence.
The random and cruel reality of
illnesses and accidents challenges
us to feel safe in the world. Good
and caring people die of heart
attacks, cancer and Alzheimer's
disease. Beautiful daughters die in
automobile accidents.
The paradox of grief? Just when
we need the most support, it can
interfere with our ability to be close
to others. We long for closeness,
but yet being close to others
reminds us that we can lose anyone
and everyone we love.
And grief leaves us feeling
diminished.
Experts will tell you that grief is
not an illness or a disease, but a
process. It is isolating for people
who experience the death of a
loved one to have others dismiss
the importance of mourning or urge
them to "get over" their loss so
they can return to "normal."
In the land of grief, mourning
does not have a timetable. The only
thing it requires of us is that we
learn to absorb the loss, remember
our loved ones and learn to live
well with, and in spite of, our losses.
Friends, family and a faith community can walk with us. If we still
struggle, counselors, doctors and
support groups can help. As others
hold us up, time passes. Gradually,
we realize that the compassion of
others often comes from empathy.
They have been there, too.
"It's as though people who have
lost someone precious speak a different language," said a young
mother in Boulder, Colo., whose
daughter died of sudden infant

death syndrome in 1994. "I don't
have to explain things. There is a
clear understanding that is so comforting."
Across time, the one thing that
helped me to live without Ellen was
the unwavering caring and support
that surrounded me. It softened the
sharpness of the tragedy of Ellen's
death by reminding me that there
were many good and loving people
in the world.
The greatest learning I've had as
I've lived with Ellen's death is that
no one makes it through a painful
time alone.
People acknowledged the importance of the loss in a number of
ways: attending the funeral or
memorial service, visiting, sending
cards, flowers, notes, bringing
food, and phone calls. The faces of
friends and neighbors told me how
difficult it was for them to take in
the reality of Ellen's death. In spite
of their own sorrow, and the way
the loss mirrored in their lives, they
came.
The thing pedple offered that
helped the most was the ability to
listen in a non-judgmental way.
And they were present, walking
with me through the long journey
of mourning. They helped me discover that I never had to like what
happened to Ellen, but I needed to
find ways to live with the experience. Most of all, they invited me
to be a part of the world again.
My grief was most intense in the
early weeks and months. Sixteen
years later, I still have moments
when I wish I could be with Ellen,
to talk, laugh, disagree, shop, cook,
or just be together. I miss the years
we didn't have together, her career,
wedding, grandchildren, and most
of all, the ordinary family times.
When I think about how I have
learned to live with loss, I remem-

ber a phone conversation with my
grandmother two days after Ellen's
death. She listened and cried with
me. Then she spoke of her sister's
death in a tragic fire when they
were children.
She said to me,"Marcia, never
make Steve feel bad that he's still
alive." My grandmother was
reminding me that my job was to
love my son well and the other people who were here to love. That
does not mean that she was telling
me to forget Ellen, and "put the
past behind me."
Rather, she was telling me how
the losses of her life had shaped her
and influenced the woman she
became.
Today, I enjoy my life and am
incredibly grateful for my many
blessings. Ellen was one of the
great gifts of my life. There continues to be an empty space in my life
without her. And yet, all the other
parts of my life remain sweet, and
perhaps more so with time.
Ellen's death has shown me the
great depth of caring and compassion that exists in others. The support and love of friends and family
continues to be one of the richest
parts of my life.
One thing is clear. Even though
Ellen is gone, the love I feel for her
hasn't died. No amount of time can
alter that. That love continues on
inside me, like a song that plays on,
quietly, in the background of my
days.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Marcia
Lattanzi-Licht is a consultant and
psychotherapist living in Boulder,
Colo. For more resources and contacts on end-of-life issues, go to
www.findingourway.net
0 2001, Partnership for
Caring, Inc.

Government: Hate crimes a tiny portion of total offenses
WASHINGTON (AP) — Crimes motivated by hatred for a person's race, religion
or other characteristics remain a tiny percentage of all offenses, the government
reported Sunday. based on samples from
several states.
Offenses known as "hate crimes" have
attracted special scrutiny since the Sept. II

terrorist attacks in New York and
Washington.
The suspected hijackers — and those in
the al-Qaida network believed to have masterminded the deadly attacks — are mostly
Middle Eastern and Muslim. The government has said the hijackers lived in U.S.
communities, sometimes for years. while

preparing for the attacks.
Since the attacks, hundreds of Americans
of South Asian and Middle Eastern descent
— or just people with dark skin, beards, turbans or veils that make them appear to fit
that profile — have been victims of threats,
beatings and even killings. Muslim mosques
and temples have been vandalized and fire-

bombed.
FBI Director Robert Mueller said
Thursday the bureau was investigating
about 90 hate crimes and would fully prosecute those who turn their anger about the
attacks onto innocent people.
"We cannot scapegoat certain members
of our society because of the actions of a

connecting

few,- Assistant Attorney General Ralph
Boyd said as the new hate crimes report was
released.
The Justice Department's Bureau of
Justice Statistics said 2,976 hate crimes
were reported by local police departments to
the FBI's National Incident-Based
Reporting System between 1997 and 1999.

Charter customer Stuart Alexander ofMurray
talks about the power ofconnecting.

Stuart Alexander
and hisfamily in 1969.
(He's the youngest.)

a world of information ...

Here's a question for you. Who provides
free cable 'ervice to the Calloway County
schools? Stuart Alexander has the answer.

...a world of opportunity

"Charter Communications. Thanks to
their support of our public schools, our
young people can soak up knowledge about
- well, just about anything. And the more our
students are connected to the world, the
greater their opportunities for success.
*My parents shared Charter's belief in
the importance of community service"' says
Stuart, who serves on the Murray Board of
Education. "My mother, Sally, was a longtime school board member. My father, Eli,
was Assistant Superintendent of Murray
Independent Schools. They knew the value
of a good education. And so does Charter.'

rter
comcjilMo-s•
A WIRM WORLD COMPANY
.

Digital Cable TV • High -Speed Internet

753-5005
906 South 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
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Brandon donates car to MSU's capital campaign
MSU News Bureau
A grand finale to Murray State
University's Alumni Weekend activities this past April was the
announcement of surpassing the $25
million goal of MSU's first-ever
comprehensive capital campaign,
Vision Quest. Over $30.5 million in
gifts and pledges was achieved.
As a part of this grand finale,
another surprise announcement was
made at the CEL•E•BRATE gala
event. Howard Brandon, a 1954
Murray State College graduate, and
his wife, Ruth, a 1952 graduate
nurse of Murray State College,
announced they would donate a
1977 Cadillac Eldorado Bronze
Biarritz Coupe valued at $18,000 to
the campaign for auction. This decision was made enroute to the event.
Howard said he and Ruth decided
they wanted to do this gesture as a
way to give pack. Art Bauernfeind,a
1960 graduate of MSU, purchased
the car and redonated the car back to
MSU."
Ruth concurred with Howard. "I
really feel a person should give back
to an organization like MSU," she
said. "Murray State has been so
good for our town, and without
MSU, Howard and I would not be
where we are today."
Howard, an industrial arts major
and native of Murray, said he owes a
lot to MSU. "While in college, it
gave me a time to get a perspective
on life. Everybody should have a
time to grow up and that time for me
was while I was in college at MSU."
The Cadillac is a most fitting gift
to MSU since Howard's career during and after his college years has
involved numerous profitable business ventures with a collection of
cars from different eras.
Howard was reared on a farm just
east of Murray in the Van Cleave
area. Helping his family on the farm
at an early age he learned that he
was mechanically talented and the
mechanics of tractors and automobiles on the farm fascinated him. "I
learned early that I could just about
do anything to a car to make it run,"
he explained.
A business deal at the age of 11
was the initial start of Howard's talents in fostering successful deals.
Howard, who believes that a person

would never know he is in a hole
because there is always high ground
above him, handled a truck deal that
showed his salesmanship and determination skills early.
He describes the deal with the
late Vester OR, former owner of
Calloway Monument Company, as
pivotal. "Vester's home was located
over on West of 12th street in an area
that was nothing but sage grass and
field," he said."He had an old '25 T
truck that was sitting back in the
field and hadn't run in years. I asked
Vester what he would take for that
truck and he said, 'What do you
have to offer?' I told him $7 and a
.22 rifle. He took them, but told me
I would never be able to get the
truck to run."
Howard knew different. He went
back to the field where the truck was
sitting. He took an old battery and a
tire pump to the field, put water in
the engine, put the battery and gas
in, cleaned the points on coils, and
used the hand crank to start the
engine. 'The thing finally started
and as I drove by. Vester's home I
yelled, 'See you later, Vester!"
Vester just about fell over. He couldn't believe I was able to start the
truck."
With the purchase of the truck
during the WWII,Howard was eligible for gas rationing stamps and
another innovative money-making
opportunity. "When I licensed the
truck with a farm license, the girl
gave me 250 gallons worth of
rationing stamps each month. I knew
I wouldn' t use all of them and started selling them for $5 apiece," he
explained. 'This was during the war
when money was scarce and people
didn't want to let go of their money,
but they needed gas."
At 14. Howard used his intuitive
car skills and went to Detroit and
bought a 1929 Ford for $300 and
drove it home. He drove the car until
he sold it for $435,clearing $110. "I
then went back to Detroit and
bought another one and continued
trading cars," he explained.
After graduating from Murray
High School in 1948, Howard dabbled in his money-making car ventures as a "loafing period" until he
decided he would enroll in college at
Murray State College in 1950.

Trading cars proved lucrative for
Howard. While in college, he purchased cars in Detroit and then sold
them for a profit. Eventually, he
saved $15,000 to fund his college
education. During his college days,
Howard's business deals proved so
profitable he was able to purchase
boat and dock it on Kentucky Lake
He also owned a late model airplane
and a convertible.
Working hard while in college
still didn't stop Howard from enjoying his college days and meeting his
wife of 47 years. Ruth. "Murray
State has been a great help in achieving our goals," Ruth said-.
A business entrepreneur by
nature who has been featured on the
Good Morning America show and
has befriended many, including
Demi Moore, Bruce Willis, Allan
Jackson and George Jones, it was
only expected that once Howard
graduated he would continue his
business ventures in cars. Howard
met Bruce and Demi when they
were in western Kentucky filming
the movie, In Country. The couple
attended an antique car show in
Metropolis, Ill., and saw a 1962
Chevrolet Impala they wanted. "It
was just like the car Demi had while
in high school," Howard explained.
'They contacted me and I sold the
car to them and had it shipped to
California"
The relationship with Jones and
Jackson came through Howard's Car
Collectors Hall of Fame that was
once located in Nashville, Tenn.
"Once Opryland theme park ceased
to operate anymore, that's when we
closed the doors of the museum,
because I knew the tourism industry
was changing in the area."
Shelley Todd, director the
Murray' s Regional Special Events
Center, said the donation of
Howard's car to Vision Quest is a
gesture typical of Howard. "He is
always so supportive of any event
we have at the university," she
explained. "I can't begin to tell you
how many times I have called
Howard to lend his collection of
automobiles for events that we host
in the Regional Special Events
, Center. He always comes through
and lends us his automobiles. In
addition to donating the Cadillac to

BARRY JOHNSON/MSU photo

Howard and Ruth Brandon with 1977 Cadillac Eldorado Bronze Biarritz Coupe in front of their
home,"Edgewood." Edgewood, built in 1939, is the previous home of Rainey T. Wells,founder of
Murray State University. The Brandons have owned the home since 1965.
the campaign, he also loaned automobiles for the different era displays
that were represented at the gala
event, held in the Regional Special
Events Center during Alumni
Weekend."
Since graduating, Howard has led
a professional career in many venues. In addition to operating the Car
Collectors Hall of Fame for 20
years, Howard has been a real estate
developer who engineered Murray's
Circaroma subdivision in 1956. A
pilot who still enjoys flying his private plane and using the plane to
locate pieces of land for real estate
deals.
He is co-owner of Brandon Auto
World.
Brandon said he has entertained
the word "retired" when he was 36,
42 and 70. However, Howard, 72,
said the excitement and energy he
has always possessed to chase a
business deal isn't there as it once
was. "I am going to take more time
in the near future and really start

Be a part of the Community.
Submit wedding, engagement and birth announcements
to the Community pages.
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Three Floors Of Upscale Dining & Entertainment
Serving Only 100% Certified Angus Beef As Well As
Lobster Tails, Pasta, Chicken & A Great Kids Menu!

retiring and flying my plane more
and performing the triple snap row
stunt in mid-air."
Deciding to retire at 72. for
Howard doesn't seem likely. A versatile man who admits he can
change his mind in a split second,
Howard offered sound advice to
today's young college graduates.
"Go out on your own and do your
own thing and do not depend on
anyone but yourself and don' t be
afraid to change your mind." he
said. -It doesn't hurt to make a bad
decision. Bad decisions can always

be turned into good ones. Isn't that
what success is?"
Today, Howard and Ruth enjoy
time with their son, Randall Howard
Brandon, and his wife, Gina; their
daughter, Lori Brandon Sweeney;
and four grandchildren, Holly,
Brandon, Aron and Andrew at their
historic home located just outside of
Murray.
Howard and Ruth Brandon. Two
names in western Kentucky that
mean cars, successful business and
huge hearts for their blue and gold
alma mater.
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Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., S.
www.westsidevet.com

CAREER DAY
October 6, 2001
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Four Seasons
Sales and Service, Inc.
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2350 Lakeway Cir.
Paris, Tennessee 38242
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Hygiene clinic provides needed services
PADUCAH, Ky. - Coordinators
of the dental hygiene clinic at West
Kentucky Technical College always
try to meet the needs of their clients,
but recently they needed a little help
themselves when faced with a hearing impaired patient.
'Within minutes of sending out a
request for assistance to faculty and
staff, students in the clinic were
able to communicate with the
patient not only with the help of a
cosmetology student who knew
sign language, but also through the
use of the college's Legal Office
Technology.
Court reporting student Kindra
Maxey of Wickliffe used real time
court reporting writing to help dental hygiene student Amanda Purnell
of Paducah communicate with
patient Bobby Kingston. As Pumell
asked questions. Maxey typed on
her shorthand machine and the
words appeared on a laptop computer screen that Kingston could
read. Cosmetology student Nicole

James of Paducah also communicated with Kingston through sign
language.
"It really shows how much cooperation there is at this college," said
Dental Hygiene Instructor Tina
Vanstone. "We put out the call that
we needed help and it was quickly
answered."
Dental hygienists nationwide
will be promoting the importance of
regular preventive oral care next
month during National Dental
Hygiene Month.
Technical
West
Kentucky
College offers an integrated dental
assisting and dental hygiene program, which uses a common core
curriculum leading to a career in
either dental assisting or dental
hygiene. Students completing the
dental hygiene program are awarded an Associate Degree from
Henderson Community College, a
partner in the integrated program.
This is the second year for the
West Kentucky Tech's dental

hygiene ditties which is open to the
public and allows students to get
needed clinical experience, Van
Stone said.
The clinic, located on the second
floor of the Anderson Technical
Building, is opened from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Wednesdays and Fridays.
College officials plan to expand the
clinic's hours in January to four
days a week.
"What we try to do is reach those
people who don't have a family
dentist or dental insurance, but who
really need these services," said
VanStone.
Adult services at the clinic costs
$20 and include cleaning, x-rays,
cancer screening, cavity check and
fluoride treatment. The cost is $10
for children and WKTC students.
For an appointment, call 5542231. For more information about
the dental assisting and dental
hygiene programs at West Kentucky
Technical College, call 554-4991.
Photo provided

MSU hosts'Racer Odyssey'for homecoming 2001
Murray State University will
host annual Homecoming events
Oct. 13-14 as part of its "2001 A
Racer Ody ssey" festivities.
will begin on
Activities
Thursday. Oct. I 1. with the. Ninth
Annual Homecoming Bonfire on
the intramural field at 8 p.m. The
event is open to the public and is
free. For more information, call
270) 762-2310.
Events.continue on Friday with
the Murray State University Golf
Tournament al 8 a.m. at Miller
Golf Course, located six miles east
of Murray on 2814 Pottertown
Road. The cost is $60 per person.
For reservations and information
call the athletic department at 7626800.
At 5 p.m. the 19th Annual
Homecoming Run, a live-kilometer run throughout Murray State's
campus. will he held. The entry fee
is S10; $15 day of race._ For more
information, call the campus recreation office at 762-6791 or 4458.
The Biology Alumni Picnic will
he held at the Hancock Biological
Station at 5 p.m. For reservations
and information, call Dr. Toni
•Fimmons at 762-2786.
The Nursing Alumni Banquet
Lkill
he held at 6 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of he Curris
Center. Cost is $13.50 per person.
For more information contact the
department at 762-21.93 or Linda
Clark at 753-1059.

At 6 p.m. a reunion reception
will be held for the 1979 football
team in the VIP Lobby at the
Regional Special Events Center.
For information, call Winston Ford
at (601) _ 825-2457 or (601)2914678.
The 39th Annual Agriculture
Alumni Banquet will be held at
6:30 p.m. in the large ballroom of
the Curris Center. During the banquet. the 2001 Outstanding
Alumnus/Alumna
Agriculture
Award will be presented. The
reception begins at 5:45 p.m. For
reservations or information, contact the school of agriculture at
762-3328.
At 7 p.m. the Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Alumni
Welcome
Reception will he held in the meeting room at Shoney's Inn. Cost is
$6 per person. For information call
Patti Jones at the MSU alumni
office at (800) 7588510 or 7623437.
University
Christian
The
Student Center Alumni Reception
will be held at 7 p.m. al the UCSC,
1403 Olive Blvd. Refreshments.
will be followed by a devotional
and installation of the new UCSC
Alumni and Friends board members.
Beginning at 8 p.m. the Len
Foster Orchestra will offer a final
reunion performance in the
Performing Arts Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. An

(.% CRAWFORD'S
se* BAR—B—QUE
.41mo, KY•753-1934
(Serving The Best BBC), Ribs, Pork & Chicken"
*Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
*Pizza *Salads *Homemade Desserts & More
SERVING HOURS
Sunday & Monday Closed • Tuesday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.• Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT!

evening of music for dancing and
listening pleasure will be provided
by the orchestra. A $10 advance
reservation suggested donation and
$12 at the door suggested donation
will be directed to the Len Foster
Music Scholarship Endowment.
For further information call 7624288.
Saturday's events kick off at 8
a.m., Oct. 13, with the annual
Letterwinners Breakfast/Meeting
sponsored by the "M" Club in the
large ballroom of the Curris
Center. All former Murray State
letterwinners. team managers,
coaches and cheerleaders are invited to attend. Cost is $7 per person.
For reservations and information,
call the athletic department at 7626800.
From 8 to 9:30 a.m. the 16th
Annual College of Education
Breakfast will be held at the
Murray Middle School. Admission
is $5 for adults and $2.50 for children. under 12. For more information, call 762-3817.
Homecoming
The
annual
Parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. in
downtown Murray and ends at the
corner Of 15th and Main streets on
campus, floats, bands and representatives of various organizations
will all .be a part of the traditional
event.
At 10:30 a.m. the Alumni
Baseball Game will begin at
Reagan Field north of Roy Stewart

Stadium. For more infornration,
call 762-4 I 92.
At 11 a.m. all alumni and
friends will gather for the Tent City
Homecoming Festival and Reunion
on the grassy area adjacent to
Stewart Stadium. Entertainment
will be provided by the "Alumni
Dixieland All-Star Band Plus
Some" and the Racer Band. Tents
for colleges, athletics, University
Store, alumni association, residential colleges and reunion groups
will feature a variety of activities
and refreshments-.' Greek Row
includes tents for Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Omicron Pi. Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Alpha Sigma Phi. Alpha Tau
Omega. Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi
Kappa Alpha. Sigma Chi. Sigma Pi
and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The Racer Girls will perform
and MM. head football coach, Joe
Pannunzio, s ill. speak at 2 p.m.
The Tan Kappa Epsilon alumni
reunion will be held at the MSU
Alumni Association tent and the
athletic tent will host the 1979
football team.
The Baptist Student Union
Alumni Brunch will be held at the
Baptist Student Union at 11 a.m.
For reservations and information,
call BSI. director Mark Whitt at
753-5771
or
email
(270)
Mark_ Whitt('kybaptist.org for
information and reservations.
The college of business and

The Murray High School
Marching Band has qualified for the
regional Competition of the 2001
KMEA Kentucky Marching Band
Championships.
By earning a distinguished rating
in a recent contest, the band won
the opportunity to compete in the
regionals. to be held next month at
various locations across the state.
The regionals will determine the
64 bands that will move on to compete for statewide honors in
Lexington Oct. 20.
This is the third time Lexington
has hosted - and the 16th year the
Kentucky
Music
Educators
Association has sponsored - the

state's premier hand contest. In
1997,'the last year the competition
was held in Lexington. over 35,000
attended the semi-finals and finals a KMEA record.
For the 64 bands that qualify in
the regionals. semi-final competition will begin at 1(1 a.m. Oct. 20 at
four Lexington high schools: .
Lafayette (Class At: Paul Laurence
Dunbar (Class AA); Henry Clay
(Class AAA and Bryan Station
(Class AAAAL
The 16 w inners in the semifinals will compete for statewide
bragging rights during the finals,
beginning at 6 p.m. Oct. 20 at the
Kentucky
University
of

Melber, Ky.• Owner - Terry Burnett • 270/674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"

Steel Overhead
Door

ife

State Farm Life Insurance can help meet sour
immediate needs and help secure future goals
See me for Iertiils:
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray. KY
753-9627

State farm is there far life.'
State Farm Life Insurance Company
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

statefarm.coni's

Treated Bottom
Plates
4" Reinforced
Concrete Slab

1/2" Plywood
Decking or Blandex

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

2x6 Rafters

day'st
woman needs
ance policy of her own.

Pianist Denine LeBlanc will
present a guest artist recital at
Murray State University on
Thursday, Oct. 4. The performance will be held in the
Performing Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Bldg. at 8 p.m.
The concert is free and open to
the public.
Her program will include
works
by 4, Beethoven,
Rachmaninoff, Copland, and
Kentucky composers Larry
Bitensky, David Stephan Doran
and Frederick Speck.
LeBlanc is an instructor of
piano in the preparatory department of the University of
Louisville school of music, and
the arts and humanities teacher
at Samuel Coleridge-Taylor
in
Elementary
School
Louisville.
Her research has been published in American Music
Teacher and Clavier. Her lectures include a 1998 presentation at the Music Teachers
National Convention based on
her research of the Isidore
Philipp Archives at the
University of Louisville.
LeBlanc is a frequent
accompanist, chamber player
and performer of new music
throughout Kentucky and the
surrounding region. According
to Dr. Richard Scott, a faculty
member in MSU's department
of music. LeBlanc is using a
generous grant from a beloved
student to record a CD that will
feature the music of Kentucky
composers, a project that is
important to her.
She is a past president of
both the Greater Louisville
Music Teachers Association
and the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association. She
serves as a board member of
the Kentucky Music Educators
Association.
LeBlanc's performance is
being sponsored by the keyboard unit of the MSU department of music, and is made
possible by contributions from
the Murray Music Teachers
Association and the student
music organizations Sigma
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia.

Murray High marching band goes to regionals

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS

why

public affairs, the department of
occupational safety and health, and
the department of physics and
engineering physics will host
alumni receptions at Tent City.
At noon a reception for afumni
of the department of physics and
engineering physics will be held at
their tent. For information, call
762-2993.
Homecoming pre-game festivities will begin at 2:30 p.m. and will
include the crowning of the
Homecoming Queen and King.
The game, which will begin at 3
p.m., pits the Racers against
Eastern Kentucky. Tickets are $15
for reserved chair seats, $10 for
reserved bleacher seats ($7 for
children), $8 for general admission. and $4 for children (general
admission only). For more information. call 762-4895.
Post-game activities include the
Len
Foster
Band
Reunion
Reception/Dinner at Shoney's Inn
at 6:30 p.m. For information and
reservations, call Olen Martin at
(614) 890-6711.
Banquets are also scheduled for
Tau Kappa at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club and the
1979 Football Team Reunion
Banquet at 7 p.m. in the small ballroom of the Curris Center. To view
a
complete
schedule
of
activities
visit
Homecoming
MSU', website at www.murraystate.edu.

LeBlanc
to make
concert
appearance
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1/2" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

..z.,

Masonite or
Vinyl Siding

Door
--Anchor Bolts In Concrete

4' Curb
(Optional)

School and the University of
Kentucky marching bands.
of this year's event
are the host school band boosters,
Committee,
Lexington
Host
Kentucky,
University
of
McDonald's of Central and
Kentucky, The
Southeastern
Cornett Group, Lexington HeraldLeader. WKYT-TV Channel 27,
KET - The Kentucky Network, G &
J Pepsi-Cola of Lexington, Central
Lexington
Equipment
Co.,
Convention and Visitors Bureau,
Fayette County Schools and the
Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government, the coordinating
agency.

eo-sponsors

Urgent news for people who took

BAYCOL.
Many consumers who took the cholesterol lowering drug BAYCOL. have
developed an illness called Rhabdomyolysis that causes kidney failure,
muscle pain and weakness, and even death. Kidney failure is often
accompanied by,darkened, discolored urine. BAYCOLe has been withdrawn
from sale. If you or a loved one took BAYCOLe and experienced any of these
health problems, call us immediately so that we can consider your potential
claim against the drug manufacturer.

FREE ESTIMATES

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
In BUsiness Since 1984
Standard Models with Hardboard Siding
$4,000
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
-$4,800
2 Car (18x20)
$5,250
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5,450
2 1/2 Car (24x24).
$5.950
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,350
Large 3 Car (30x30)

Commonwealth Stadium.
Advance ticket sales will be
offered. Individual reserve tickets
are $11 each, as are tickets for
advance group orders of 30 or
more. Group tickets will be
reserved on a first-come, first-serve
basis. For more information or to
order reserve tickets call 1-866263-BAND (1-866-263-2263).
Ray Rector. a well-known
marching and pep band enthusiast.
is again the honorary chair of the
event. "This is one of the finest.
familyentertainment events held in
central Kentucky and we encourage
everyone to attend," said Rector, an
alumnus of Henry Clay High

Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding
S4,500
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
$5250
2 Car (18x20)
$5450
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5750
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
$6.450
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,750
Lar e 3 Car (30x30i

COMPARE BOTTOM LINE PRICES AND
QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP!
Bank Financing Available

Your legal rights have time deadlines, so call today (open 7 days/week) toll
fax fiom anywhere in the U.S. at 1-800-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation.
We practice law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout
the U.S. to help people across the country.

if

GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
The Injury Lawyers.
1-800-THE-EAGLE.
( 1-800-8 4 3-3245 )
www.1800theeag1e.com
Offices in Phoenix & Tucson
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Focus on the family

Good-natured child needs parents'attention
QUESTION: What are the special needs of a compliant child one who goes along to get along?
Does he have any special needs?
DOBDR.
SON: That's a
great question, and
the answer is yes.
When one child is
a stick of dynamite
and the other is an
all-star sweetheart,
the cooperative,
gentle individual
can easily be taken for granted.

If there's an unpleasant job to be powerlessness and resentment that ents take their preteens away from close to you. We need you and we're abused a child - or has ever felt himdone, he may be expected to do it simmers below the surface.
home for what you called a still afraid. We need the sense of self losing control during a spanking
because Mom and Dad just don't
He's like the older brother in the "Preparing for Adolescence" safety and security that you supply." - should not expose the child to that
have the energy to fight with the parable of the prodigal son told by weekend, during which they talk
The study showed, however, that tragedy. Anyone who has a violent
tiger. When it is necessary for one Jesus. He didn't rebel against his about the physical and emotional attitudes changed dramatically whe% temper that at times becomes
child to sacrifice or do without, father. He stayed behind and ran the changes about to occur. I'm inter- the children reached the eighth unmanageable should not use that
there's a tendency to pick the one farm while his irresponsible brother ested in your comment that kids grade. Those who had been open to approach.
who won't complain as loudly. squandered his money on fun and want this information before they advice the year before were suddenAnyone who secretly "enjoys"
Under these circumstances, the games. Who could blame him for become teen-agers, but they won't ly unwilling to talk to their parents.
the administration of corporal puncompliant boy or girl comes out on resenting his little bro? His response want to talk about it after puber- The window of accessibility had
ishment should not be the one to
the short end of the stick.
is typical of the compliant, hard- ty. Do their attitudes really change closed.
implement it. And, grandparents
The consequences of such working sibling.
that much overnight?
The moral to the story? Invest a probably should not spank their
inequity should be obvious. The
DR. DOBSON: As a mum' of little time in the months before grandkids unless the parents have
I strongly recommend that parresponsible child often becomes ents seek to balance the scales in fact, they do. A study of 1,023 chil- puberty to get your children ready
given them permission to do so.
angry over time. He has a sense of dealing with the compliant child. dren between 10 and 13 showed that for the stresses of adolescence. The
Make sure he gets his fair share of the number who felt uncomfortable effort will pay big dividends.
parental attention. Help him find talking to their parents about sexualEDITOR'S NOTE—Dr. Dobson
QUESTION: What advice is president of the nonprofit organways to cope with his overbearing ity nearly doubled after puberty
sibling. And, within reason, give occurred. Prior to that, they were would you give parents who rec- ization Focus on the Family, P.O.
him the right to make his own deci- very open to instruction and guid- ognize a tendency within them- Box 444, Colorado Springs, CO
or
www.family.org.
ance at home.
selves to abuse their kids? Maybe 80903;
sions.
Questions
and
answers are
Ninety-three
percent
of those they're afraid they'll get carried
There's nothing simple about
excerpted
raising kids, is there? Even the easi- aged 10-12 felt loved by their par- away when spanking a disobedi- Marriage from The Complete
and Family Home
WASHINGTON (AP) — Re- portant spin on Judah Folkman's est of them needs our very best ems "all the time," says Dr. Alvin ent child. Do you think they Reference Guide," published by
hypothesis
Poussaint,
that
destroying
a
psychiatrist at Harvard should avoid corporal punishment Tyndale House.
the tu- effort.
searchers are planning human trials
mor vasculature can stop tumor
University. He said: "I think parents as a form of discipline?
next year on a newly developed
COPYRIGHT 2001 JAMES
QUESTION: You have recom- may be surprised that children of
DR, DOBSON: That's exactly DOBSON INC. DISTRIBUTED BY
molecule that not only attacks can- growth," he said. Folkman, of Boscer but forces it to produce more of ton Children's Hospital, is a pio- mended for many years that par- this age are saying,'We want to be what I think. Anyone who has ever UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE
neer in efforts to battle cancer by
the cancer-fighting molecules to
attacking its blood supply.
join in the attack.
Transferring the molecule into a
A pair of Yale University researchers developed the molecule, tumor in a virus that forces the tumor to make more of the anticancer
called icon.
molecule "is brilliant and deserves
In tests on mice that had human
forms of prostate cancer and mela- praise," Grant said.
Deisseroth said the first trial will
noma, icon eliminated the disease
by destroying the blood vessels that focus on people with melanoma, a
type of skin cancer, that has spread
fed the tumors.
In recent years drugs that inhibit throughout the body.
Prices Good Oct. 3
New Hours:
While the animal tests have
growth of the blood vessels in tuthru Oct. 9
mors have received wide attention, worked on prostate cancer and
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00
though early results reported last melanoma, in theory the therapy
spring showed less promise than should work on any solid cancer,
he said.
had been hoped for.
Garen said that cells lining the
The new therapy, developed by
1407 Main
Deli Hot Line
it
We Accept Food'Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantifies And Correct Pricing Errors.
blood
vessels in tumors have a reAlan Garen and Zhiwei Hu, takes a
If
753-4482
Phone
753-7811
different approach. Instead of seek- ceptor on their surface called TF
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
which is not present on the cells
ing to limit growth of these blood
vessels, it directly attacks the cells lining blood vessels in other parts
of the body.
lining the blood vessels.
His team found that a molecule
The findings are reported in circulating in the blood called fV11
Tuesday's issue of Proceedings of bonds strongly to TF.
the National Academy ofSciences.
The researchers created their
"We're excited about it," Garen new molecule by attaching an fV11
said. But he cautioned,"From mice molecule to a portion of a human
to men, that is a big jump. Until the antibody called Fc. Fc causes the
trial is done with patients, you can't breakdown of cells it binds to and
Extra Lean
be sure."
U.S. Choice
activates the body's immune sysDr. Albert Deisseroth of the Sid- tem to attack those cells.
ney Kimmel Cancer Center in San
The new icon molecule was inDiego is arranging clinical trials, serted into a harmless virus that
which he hopes to begin next was injected directly into a tumor.
spring after the Food and Drug Ad- Once infected, tumor cells produced more icon and secreted it
ministration approves the tests.
1 Lb
I Lb
He also cautioned against jump- into the blood, where it began ciring to conclusions about a possible culating. When it encounters a tunew cancer therapy. "There are dif- mor, it binds to the IF in its blood
ferences between animals and hu- vessels, destroying them.
In mice with human melanoma
man beings," Deisseroth said.
He added, however: "When or prostate cancer that received the
'studies in animals are so reproduci- molecule, both the injected tumor
ble and encouraging ... then you and others that were not directly infeel justified to invite individuals jecteclidisappeared.
"The mice appeared to be free ot
who are not responding to other
Pnto
Kidney. Mixed
forms of therapy to participate" in the disease and in good health at
Gr r4orrir.efri Crid, H31
the end of the experiments, which
trials.
Derrick Grant, a blood-vessel lasted up to 194 days," the reexpert at Thomas Jefferson Univer- searchers reported.
Control mice with similar can
sity in Philadelphia, called the findcers that did not receive the moleings "very exciting."
The paper "puts a new and im- cule died within 63 days.

Molecule developed
to destroy cancer cells
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S. Choice Boneless Bottom

Round Roast
Pork $ 1 89
Steak

Bottom
Round Steak
$199

$1 29

Owen's Best Family Pk

Ground Beef

Beans

Country Fresh

Sallie Mae to forgive
student loans of spouses
of attack victims
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sallie Jeff Ingram said. .
Mae, the nation's largest lender to
Sallie Mae was a federally charstudents, is forgiving education tered enterprise and the nation'.
loans held by the spouses of people largest buyer of government-guarlost in the Sept. II terrorist attacks. anteed student loans from banks
Those eligible for loan forgive- before it became a private comness include spouses of people pany. Now called USA Education
killed or permanently disabled in Inc., it still buys many student
the World Trade Center and the loans from banks but also makes
Pentagon, as well as spouses of the loans directly to students and
passengers and crew who perished schools. It holds and manages more
when four hijacked jetliners than $70 billion in student loans.
crashed into the buildings and a
Sallie Mae is also providing col
Pennsylvania field.
lege scholarships to the children 01
The loans include subsidized those who died or suffered debiliand unsubsidized federal Stafford tating injuries in the attacks, includLoans and Parent Loans for Under- ing children of rescue workers lost
graduate Students.
in the wreckage.
Most federally guaranteed stuBoth efforts will be paid for
dent loans are forgiven when the through a new fund created with an
recipient dies, but Sallie Mae's ac- initial endowment of $1.5 million
tion goes beyond that policy to from The Sallie Mae Fund, the
cover loans to widows and widow- philanthropic arm of the Reston.
ers as well, Sallie Mae spokesman Va.-based parent company.
HOME PHONE SERVICE
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Bath Tissue

99

Skim Milk
Pillsbury All Varieties

Brownies

Baked Ham
$ 4199
Lb,

Owen's Best
RPQ
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$1 28
14-15 oz
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Owen's Best
Honey

Beef Brisket
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1/2 gal $ 1 19

Prairie Farms

Sugar

79'

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
2 lit,

ek't

2/79,

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite
$399

Angel Soft

Kellogg

20 oz $

L.
The place to
get all of your
communication gearl

1-15 oz.

Frosted Flakes

FREE w/

767-9111

gal. $229
C

Nokia 510116100
Complete Handsfree Kit
Antenna Installed!

ACTIVATION $159.95
gibgabgear.com
CELLTOUCH,inc.

2% Milk

Green Giant
Corn, Green Beans,
& Peas

Spaghetti Sauce

BBQ Ribs

Cheese

$459

$489

Betty Crocker Specialty

994
Ackozcsirsiocm.

Potatoes

Bananas

3 $100

1

4 5-8 4 oz

Rea
Seedless

3 Lb New Cron
Red & Gold

Grapes
$ 1 19
1

Apples
2P3

1 Lb
Gardert

New Crop
Sweet

Salad
$ 1 29

Potatoes

Lb

Sweet
Spanish

BBQ Beef Turkey Breast
$329 $399

2/$300

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
$1 99
Diet Caf. Free Coke 1 /2 Liter 6 Pk. I

Owen's Best
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Owen's Bes'
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Onions
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$
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1999 Pontiac Sunfire Covert.

2001 Cadillac Catera

Stk #X0091,Sporty & Fun
I it over my cost

Stk #BI060A, I Owner,2,500 Miles,
Listed $35,133

$11,95001

Nitwit h

ON SALE

+T.T.L.

$26 875+T.T.L.

It

voimak
....A01 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
111111.0.11
maimmoakk Stk #X1146,Truu Luxury

0011111111ftvmmigi&NLY $3

I ,999+TTL.

2000 Chevrolet Camaro RS

1999 Pontiac Montana Van

Stk #X1I30A, 1 Owner,
Sporty & Sleek, Retail $18,075

Stk #XI136,Lots of Room,
Great Comfort

SPECIAL $

1/0"6

1999 Jeep Classic

CALL TODAY!

I 59489+T.T.L.

1997 Chevrolet S 10 P/U

1997 Oldsmobile Aurora

Stk #X1145A,4x4,4 Dr., Loaded

Stk #P1038C, X-Cab,V6,Auto, Great
Truck

A GREAT BUY AT $13,965+T.T.L.

SEE THIS 1!
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1997 Pontiac Transport Van

1995 Chevrolet S 1 0 P/U

1994 Chevrolet Pickup

Stk #P2008A, Extended, Loaded

Stk #C0022D,A Great First Truck At

Stk #0-1007B,Topper,Auto,A/C

$4,965+T.T.L.

CHECK THIS 1 OUT

REAL NICE AT $

I 0,685+T.T.L.
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1994 Pontiac Grand Am Cpe

Pk&

1993 Ford Escort
Stk #P104 I A,Auto,Cold Air, Great
Transportation for

ON WHEELS

CALL US!

Bill Blackburn
General Manager

Tripp Purdom

Patricia Jones
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GREAT DEALS

Stk #X0177A, Hot & Sporty, Great
First Car

•

$ 1 199C+T.T.L.

1300 N. 121 Bypass
Murray, KY
(Next to Lowe's)

270-753-5315 Cowie Se-e4

11
Wes Mapes

Janko Asbridg•

Am Suitor

TovAtv/ 800-455-5315
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Robertson: Nation needs spiritual revival
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) "rampant Internet pornography"
— Religious broadcaster Pat Rob- and that "God Almighty is lifting
ertson on Monday called the Sept. his protection from us."
"We need the protection of the
II attacks a "wake-up call from
God" and said the nation can shield Lord to spare our land," Robertson
itself from future wrath through a said Monday. Without a spiritual
revival and repentance in this naspiritual revival.
"The Lord is getting ready to tion,"we are vulnerable as we have
shake this nation. We have not yet never been before."
seen his judgment on America,"
Robertson told about 1,000 people
attending a private ceremony marking the 40th anniversary of the onair debut of his Christian Broadcasting Network.
"This thing that happened in
New York was child's play compared to what's going to.happen. It
was a great tragedy. It tore at our
hearts when we saw that suffering,
but it was a wake-up call from
God."
People touched through revival
will have "a covering.of God over
them," Robertson said. "If he will
let this spread throughout the nation and spare the nation, well so be
it.,,
Afterward, Robertson told The
Associated Press that by revival, he
meant a time when people put spiritual matters ahead of everything
else. "It involves a great deal of repentance, it involves humility, it involves, really, people beginning to
live the way the Bible tells them to
live."
Robertson also said he stood by
a statement he released after the attacks in which he said that Americans had insulted God by, among
other things. allowing abortion and

Department
gives states
$6.5 million
WASHINGTON (API — The
Education Department will give 18
states and the District of Columbia
$6.5 million to encourage low-income students to take Advanced
Placement course's.
"These grants can help encourage students to challenge themselves and help our schools to close
the achievement gap between students from disadvantaged backgrounds and their peers," Education
Secretary Rod Paige said Monday
in a statement.
The money will pay for low-income students to prepare for and
take AP tests, particularly in urban
areas, Paige said. In rural areas,
where the courses are not generally
available, the grants will pay for
online courses.
Wisconsin, will receive just under $1 million, the largest grant.
New York ,will receive $890,000,
while California • will receive
5800.000.
Other states include: Delaware,
Florida. Iowa, Kentucky. Massachusetts. Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina. North Dakota, New
Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania.
South Dakota, Vermont and West
Virginia. Students in the U.S. territory of Guam will also be eligible

"I would like to see a spiritual ian relief effort to help the people 1961.
Today, CBN provides programshield, like an umbrella, go up of Afghanistan who are suffering
around the country. That's God's under a totalitarian government.
ming to more than 90 countries in
During the ceremony, Robert- 65 languages and Robertson's "700
protective power. That's what I
son's wife, children and several Club" program is broadcast into
hope revival will bring."
Robertson added that he sup- longtime employees joined him in more than 1 million households
ports the country's war on terror- reminiscing abdut when be first be- daily, according to CBN.
Michael Little, president and
ism and that the United States gan broadcasting from a UHF TV
Portsmouth,
on
Oct.
1,
station
in
operating officer of CBN,
chief
should mount a massive humanitar-

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. It is estimated that, during this year alone, 175,000 women
will be diagnosed with breast cancer, and 43,000 women will lose their lives to the disease. Early detection and
treatment of breast cancer are the best weapons for beating the disease. In support of the nationwide initiative to
communities the importance of early detection, we are pleased to provide the following breast cancer early
detection guidelines:
WOMEN AGED 40 OR OLDER:
1. Have a screening mammogram every year.
2.Schedule a clinical breast exam with a health professional every year.
3. Perform a breast self-examination every month*
WOMEN BETWEEN THE AGES OF 20 AND 39:
1. Schedule a clinical breast exam with a health professional every three years.
2. Perform a breast self-examination every month*
*If any changes,such as swelling or skin irritation in the breast or underarm area, are noticed during the breast self-examination,
contact your health care provider for a professional evaluation. Knowing your body and promptly addressing any unusual
developments are key to early detection.

This important message appears courtesy of:

;1 Schedule Your Appointment TODAY.

A Community Service
Remembrance, Reflection
and Response
Sunday, October 14 - 4:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church
203 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.50%

cianwmatim

Call 270-753-9300
Sherry Freeman,A.R.N.P.
Dr. Gene Cook,M.D.,Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr. Conrad Jones, M.D,Obstetrics & Gynecology
Janice Thurmond, A.R.N.P.
Dr. Lewis Drake, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr.Thomas L Green, M.D., Obstetrics 8r Gynecology
Dr. Brent Boles, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology
Dr. Dawn Deeter, M.D., Obstetrics & Gynecology

for the grants.
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Olde World Marketplace
Hand Painted Polish Pottery
and Other Unique Items From
Around The World.
New Shipments of
Pottery
& Russian
ehristmas 9tems

ehristmas

306 Main (Downtown Murray)
759-4877

ir

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subiect to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00'e Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Saturday Hours•New Patients Welcome•High & Low Risk Obstetrics.•Menopause Treatment & Therapy
Incontinence Treatment * Infertility Treatment•Gynecologic Surgery + Advanced Lapamscopic Surgery
In Office Ultrasounds + Diagnosis And Treatment Of Osteoporosis

305 South 8th Street + Murray, KY 42071

7

PHYSICAL THERAPY OF MURRAY,PSC

• Urinary Incontinence • Pelvic Pain
• Osteoporosis • Back Pain
• Pregnancy Related Back Pain
• Balance Problems
Walnut Plaza • 104 N. 5th St. • Murray, KY 42071

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Al 0199ANNo0b

767-2265

Purchase any Tweezerman product
and receive a
FREE Breast Cancer Awareness Pin.
1:4.hol, :wrist, last

3-6)pe Is Ott The 1-forizon.
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COSMETIC STUDIOS
S. 12TH ST. • BEL-AIR SHOPPING ('TR.• 753-6926

llry ,
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Offering conservative treatmentfor

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY
cancer

HELP F1041
SP.EAST Ming

Dedicated to Women's Health
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(October,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

read letters of congratulation from
Gov. Jim Gilmore, U.S. Attorney
General John Ashcroft and the Rev.
Billy Graham.
"We thank God for you personally, for CBN, and for 'The 700
Club' and the tremendous ministry
you all have had around the world,"
Graham wrote.

1

You can help a
worthy cause
by simply frying
on a pair of
jeans.

208 S. 6th Street• Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-9500• Fax (270) 759-9501

French Diddle isonswearldonale $100 erten you ky
on o pdr of Ranch Dressing Om 111111101W1 ul wood
breast COFICIK Mims WON Canada $IM U.S.
•omit nrs-t
customen peg stoto No rs vnw NN—ACC.

240 Berger Rd. - PO Box 7827
(270)575-1000•Fax (270)575-1002

-01C Itlf1
305S. 12th St. • 753-7441
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010
020
025

150

Legal Notice
Notice

Appliances

160

030

Personals
Financial

165

Antiques

040

Roommate Wanted

180

Lawn & Garden

050
060
070

Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted

LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

Articles For Sale

155

Home Furnishings

190

Farm Equipment

195

Heavy Equipment

200

Sports Equipment

090

Domestic & Childcare

210

Firewood

100

Business Opportunity

220

Musical

Electronics

260

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

Computers

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

280

Mobile Homes For Rent

285

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

010
Legals

Just Say "Charge It"
445

Lots For Rent

320

Apartments For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

330

Rooms For Rent

455

Acreage
Homes For Sale

22.50 extra for Shopper hues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guidel $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

340

Houses For Rent

460

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit

360

Storage Rentals

470

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts

380

Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies

480
485

Sport Utility Vehicles

390

Livestock & Supplies

490

Used Cars

Yard Sales

495

Vans

Public Sale

500

Used Trucks

425

Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday

400
410

010

010

010
Legals

Legals

Legals

Legals

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00206
EMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION,

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.
d/b/a AMERICA'S WHOLESALER LENDER

UNION PLANTERS BANK,
Vd/b/a PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL
BANK & TRUST COMPANY,

NOTICE OF SALE
DEBORAH PRITCHETT,
CHRISTOPIIER PRITCHETT,
PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL BANK
& TRUST. n/k/a UNION PLANTERS BANK,
H'NTY OF CALLOWAY,

PLAINTIFF

VS.,

DEFENDANTS

A 10.00 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, January 1995, Plat 'Book 18,
Page 48, located at the intersection of Brooks Chapel Road and
Smith Cemetery Road, approximately 8.6 miles north of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Street in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. and being more particularly
I escribed as ffillows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract
ot. land and the southeast corner of the Noble Griffin Property,
Deed Book 83, Page 553, said point being an existing iron pin

1.3 miles South of Highway 1346 and 30.00 feet West of the centerline of Brooks Chapel Road; thence, South 26 degrees 03
minutes 55 seconds West - 82.82 feet with the West side of
Brooks Chapel Road to an existing iron pin in the centerline of
Smith Cemetery Road; thence, generally along the centerline of
the Smith Cemetery Road. the following bearings and distances: South 67 degrees 23 minutes 04 seconds West - 101.85
feet to a point; South 49 degrees 46 minutes 42 seconds West 81.68 feet to a point: Soutti 39,degrees 16 minutes 39 seconds
West - 136.17 feet to a point; South 52 degrees 13 minutes 01
seconds We:4 - 85.60 feet to a point; South 59 degrees 37 minutes 11 se,:onds West - 70.74 feet to a #4 Re-bar set at the
South,•ast Coale: of the herein described tract of land; thence,
North 52 degrees 35 minutes, 17 seconds West - 143.79 feet,
creating a new division line to the Prentice Duncan Property,
Deed Book 171, Card 1244, with the North side of Tract 2 surveyed this date to a #4 Re-bar set; thence, South 84 degrees 57
minutes :38 seconds West - 1160.71 feet, creating a new division
line to the said Duncan Property and with the said Tract 2 to a
#4 Re-har set at the Southwest corner of the herein described
tract of' land; thence, North 04 degrees 47 minutes 57 seconds
West - 115.50 feet, creating a new division line to the said
Duncan Property to a #4 Re-bar set; thence, North 23 degrees
27 minutes 51 seconds East - 224.16 feet, creating a new division line to the said Duncan Property to a #4 Re-bar set at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land; thence,
North 88 degrees 02 minutes 52 seconds East - 1598.13 feet
with the Noble Griffin Property, Deed Book 83, Page 553, to the
point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right-of-ways.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Christopher
T. Pritchett from Prentice Duncan and wife, Doris Duncan, by
deed dated March 13, 1995, and recorded in Book 212, Page
406, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
hearing interest at 12(4 per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully clue and payable in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 19th day of September, 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner

ilLicipppy 16iirtheicry

JEFFERY K. JOHNSON,SINGLE,
WESCO RESOURCES, INC.,
RANDY STONE, d/b/a
RANDY STONE EXCAVATING, and
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

Kristina Moore
just turned" 1 6!"
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 14, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
October 15, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky.
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I
Lot 36 Turkey Lane
Lot 36 of Unit II of the Rockhouse Creek Estate Subdivision as
shown by plat of record in Plat Book 19, Page 14, Slide 1726, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
Being the same property conveyed to Jeffery K. Johnson, a single person, by virtue of a deed from Mason D. Outland and wife,
Janice Outland, and Bobby Outland and wife, Linda Outland,
dated September 18, 1997, as recorded in Book 267, Page 473,
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
TRACT II
Strawberry Fields Subdivision
Being Lot 6 of the Strawberry Fields Subdivision as recorded in
the Plat of said subdivision, dated May 7, 1997, of record in Plat
Book 22, Page 74, Slide 2087, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Subjeot to those restrictions as set forth on the plat of said subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 22, Page 74, Slide 2087, in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to Jeffery K. Johnson by
deed from Donna Eskra, a single person, dated December 14,
1997, and of record in Book 272, Page 595, in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 124 per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANT.

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 28, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
October 15, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot No. 64 and 65 in Unit No. 1 of the Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision as shown by plat of the same which is of record in
Plat Book No. 2 at Page No. 1 in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
The above-identified lots are transferred and conveyed subject
to all protective covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations
and all other exceptions and covenants running with the said
land and as stated in and on the plat of said subdivision as
recorded thereon in Plat Book 2, Page No. 1 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office; and it is further subject to such
exceptions, conditions, restrictions and/or limitations as are
expressly mentioned and stated in a prior deed to said land
from the United States of America, acting by and through its
legal agent, the Tennessee Valley Authority, to Mason Thomas
and James Futrell, dated October 29, 1958, and which is of
record in Deed Book No. /08, Page 372, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office, all of which are by this reference made a
part of this instrument the same as if written herein in full.
Also conveyed herein is the water rights in and to the abovedescribed property.
Being the same property conveyed to Charles Mitchel Dulworth
by deed from Jody Anderson and wife, Dena Anderson, dated
August 11, 2000, and filed August 15, 2000, of record in Deed
Book 353, Page 189, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit one third
of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond with
good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2001 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 19th day of September, 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Dated this 19th day of September, 2001.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Notice

BREAKFAST
Biscuits & Sandwiches
Plenty of Hot coffee
Starling @ 6:00am, also
serving lunch and supper.
Corner Pocket, Almo.

MRS. ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. Tells Past, Present &
Future 270-767-0508.

Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge. 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-489-2116 If
no answer leave message.

Photography by
P Lynn Rogers
16 years service
753-1001

PHOTOGRAPHER

Happy Uirthday

"Sweet 16"
Stay off the road because

VS.,

CHARLES MITCHELL DULWORTH,

NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 11, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
October 15, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

With love your family

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00025

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00049

PLAINTIFF

VS.,

MA

Business Rentals

300

370

110

140

Contact Kathy or Tammy for more information.

any submitted matter

120
130

270-753-1916

67.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Au 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Our little Angel
baby sent from
up above,
Little Sara Lesa,
our princess
we love!

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177

Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our friends and
neighbors for all the lovely flowers,
food, cards and phone calls we
received during the loss of our loved
one.
Words cannot express how much
your kindness and prayers has
meant to us during this time of
sorrow.
Also a special thank you to the
pallbearers, Rev. Joel Frizzell, Rev.
Tim Cole and J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
May God bless each of you.
The Family of
James Samuel Workman

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Card of TitankJ
We would like to thank family,friends and
loved ones for the food, flowers, phone calls
and cards during the death of our loved one,
Otter Cravens.
A special thanks to the CCU Unit, The
Chalin and Cindy S. at Murray Hospital, all
of heifriends in the Hazel community, Trinity
Funeral Home, Rev. Otto Duncan and Quinn
Chapelfor all the love and support.
Rubener Teague Nita
Marie Tharp' Sister-In-Lew

060

Card of Thanks
Great Big
THANK YOU
for your love
and concern for
our grandson.
Thanks to each
of you. May
God bless.
Vic & Hazel Vickers,
Jimmy & Betty
Haley

County Line
Pumpkin
Patch
Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds,
Fresh Shrimp,
and etc.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

060

Lost and Found
BLACK male cat found in
MuniciOal parking lot on
Main St has flea collar.
Call 753-1292 before 5pm.
FOUND
Near college
campus.1-2 year old Blue
Healer, black/white male,
bobbed tail. Well taken
care of. 753-1588.
LOST: Friday 28, 01
Round diamond cluster
ring with 5 diamonds. Lost
in the vicinity of out patients clinic at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
$100 reward 435-4336.

BIRCHTREE Healthcare is
accepting applications fro
RN's and LPN's full time
and PRN- all shifts Please
apply in person Monday
thru Friday, 8 00am to
4 30pm
at
Birchtree
Healthcare 106 Padgett
Drive, Clinton, KY 42031
DRIVERS
Committed To
Your Success
OTR Owner
Operators Needed
•83c per mile
.$500 Sign-on bonus
*Class A CDL with
Haz Mat required
*Must be 23 years old
Call Transit Group
800-676-2378
800-643-0082

DRIVERS
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$SS
Owner Operators!
High Earning Potential
Ndtrions Largest
Tank Carrier
needs Owner Operators
Based in Western KY
For more into Call Cliff
0 888-234-2543
S$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
:0600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO CDL?
NO PROBLEM! CDL training is now available in your
area 1-800-242-7364

Paglials
Italian Restaurant-Since 1972
Seeking FT/PT help
•Servers - days, nights, weekends
•Cook & Pizza Makers - days, nights, weekends
Flexible schedules, excellent wages, pay raise available to persons willing to learn. Good tips for servi
Receive cross-training and have fun at work.
.....

Opening October 5th

SHED RESTAURANT
Hwy. 80 • Hardin, KY
(Formerly Lakeland Restaurant)

TONI'S
GRILLE
Now hiring all positions
cooks & dishwashers,
busboys & servers.

753-4521
DRIVERS
WE'VE GOT THE
TOTAL PACKAGE
Company OTR
Driver Needed
*Great pay & benefits
*$1,000 Sign-on bonus
*Class A CDL with
Haz Mat required
*Must be 23 years old
Call Transit Group:
800-676-2378
800-643-0082
HEAVY Equipment Operators Needed NOW!! Backhoe, Trackhoe & Dozer.
You can be trained and
certified in 21 days. No
money down. Transportation and lodging available.
Operators are standing by!
Call today! 1-866-4328937.
PART time receptionist
needed for doctor's office.
28 hours per week. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1040S, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Established clientle, excellent food, very
.... .
:
clean environment. Apply in perso 4444446, .4.-1;y1;g
full-time, 6 p.m. - 6
Contact Manager on duty.
••%,,olto LPN,
a.m., send resume or apply in person to Marshall
County Hospital, 503 Geo.
KENTUCKY AREA
McClain Dr., Box 630,
TRUCKERS
Benton, KY. 42025.

How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
LOST' Sept. 22. Beagle
Good wages every week?
mixed. Very old. Tan/white
The Ekastway Package
female. Vicinity Hwy. 972
& 732. $100 reward.
Puts You First!
436-5397
Home most weekends!
Notice
436-2730
Paid health & life ins. 1 00%!
(Collect) 812-426-1951
Earn up to $915.00, week or more!
Minimum age 4- CDL 4- 1 yr. OTR
ADVERTISEMENT
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will again be operating
Automotive Freight
the Home Energy Assistance Program this year. We are
accepting applications from fuel providers(vendors) in the folBestway Express, Inc.
lowing areas:
800-886-7633 EOE
COAL,FUEL OIL, KEROSENE,PROPANE, WOOD
www.bestwayexpressinc.com
If you are interested in providing any of the above mentioned

fuels for the Subsidy Component of the program that runs
from November 5 - December 14, 2001. You must make an
application to be on the acoroved vendor list for your County.
There will be a vendor meeting to go over any changes in this
year's program. This meeting will be held at the WKAS
Central Office, 222 West Water Street, Mayfield, on Oct. 10,
2001 at 1.00 p m.
WE STRONGLY uFIGEALL VENDORS TO ATTEND_A
VENDOR MEETING PRIOR TO THE PROGRAM STARTING,
Applications can be obtained from Sue Chaney, 300 North
Fifth St., Murray, KY 42071, or by contacting Tony Dowdy at
our regional office located at 222 West Water, Mayfield, KY
Phone (270) 247-4046 Deadline for submission of applications to become a vendor is November 1, 2001.
This project funded in part, under a contract with the
Department for Community Based Services with funds from
the Community Service Block Grant Act of the Department of
Health and Human Services.EOE

Full-Time
Nurses Aide
Prefer CNA, but
will train interested
person who enjoys
working with
elderly. Good
working conditions
and pleasant
atmosphere.
Apply in person:

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
EOE

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.

CET TRAINED. GET HIRED. GET PAID.
We Are In Demand Of Men
& Women Wanting To Get Into
The Trucking Industry.
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company Paid
Tuition Drivers Are In Demand

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

Safety Training Coordinator, Facilities Management, Murray State

University. Full time, twelve month position to begin November 2001.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Occupational Safety and Health
(accredited program) required. Master's preferred. Minimum of one
years experience in the area of employee training required. Must possess
excellent oral and written. communication skills and be familiar with
environmental safety and health computer software and Microsoft Office,
Access and Powerpoint. Individual must have a working knowledge of
local,state and federal environmental safety and health regulations. Must
have the ability to develop, implement and document various safety and
health training and educational programs for an educationally diverse
workforce.
Responsibilities: RTsponsible for the organization and execution of the
University's Safety and Health Training Program. Assist with the development, implementation and maintenance of various environmental
safety and health programs on campus and satellite campuses.
Application Deadline: October 12, 2001. To Apply: Send letter of application, resume, copies of transcripts, names, addresses and phone numbers of three references to: Jeff Steen -Chair, Search Committee, Facilities
Management, Murray State University, General Services Building,
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D,AA employer.

Part time
THERAPIST:
for Murray Rape Crisis
Center Provide psychotherapy that may address
recent or past sexual assault or abuse to adults
and child clients
QUALIFICATIONS Master's degree in clinical psychology, social work or a
related held, and one year
of clinical experience
Knowledge of Microsoft
Word helpful No prior history of criminal behavior
Background check required To apply: Submit
cover letter, resume and
complete references to
CLINICAL
COORDINATOR
P0 Box 8506,
Paducah, Ky 42002
Equal Opportunity
Employer
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Ap
ply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.
LOOKING tor Full-time
person willing to work.
Garrison Heating & Cooling 753-7600
090
0•

1

Childcare

MRS. Kim's Daycare now
has openings for infan
through School age.
767-0791.
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends.
Call 759-9215. Have references.
WILL DO GENERAL
HOUSE CLEANING
Call Linda. 759-9553.
WILL do house, office,
and church cleaning.
753-1016.
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

NEEDED
AUTO BODY REPAIR TECHNICIAN
New 12,000 sq ft state of the art collision center
has an opening for a first class body repair technician. We offer top pay, 401K, insurance, paid
holidays, paid vacations,on going training, uniforms are furnished, along with the most up to
date equipment and facility in Western
Kentucky.
Send Resume to:
Hopkinsville Collision Center
P.O. Box 524
Hopkinsville, Ky 42240
or call Andy Henry at 1-270-886-9553 for an
interview or email us at hhc@renshawauto.com.
Only experienced technicain's who take pride in
their work

THE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2A01

C:_::1PEN 6 A.M. -9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
6 A.M. - 2 P.M. SUN.
Featuring

All-You-Can-Eat Fish Buffet
Friday & Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Catfish. Fiddler. Lemon Pepper.
All The Trimmings

$7.99 + Tax
Includes Full Line Salad Bar
* * * * *

Sunday Buffet
Starts 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m
3 Meats, 8 Vegetables, Salad Bat
and Desserts

$7.49 + Tax
* * * * *
tteir

Breakfast Bu
Saturday & Sunday 6 a.m.-10 a.m.
Sausage, Bacon Ham Eggs
Fruit. Gravy & Biscuits

Lecturer/Carr Health Building Manager
Qualifications: Masters degree in
Recreation/Leisure
Services/health. Must have good organizational skills, be capable of
handling multiple tasks and have good people skills.
Duties and responsibilities: Teach two classes per semester in the
areas of Recreation/Leisure Services/Health. Assure facilities accomplish mission of academic support and public service. Coordinate the
building schedule among all constituents, including WTS Dept. &
community groups. Maintain accountability, inventory & maintenance of assigned university property. Scheduling of Carr Health
classrooms & facilities. Responsible for hiring, assigning & supervising lifeguards. Collect & maintain time cards. Process & maintain
all personal records required by University. Maintain building
records as appropriate & process all purchase requisitions through
WTS. Responsible for purchasing supplies necessary to maintaining
building, for keys & their distribution, building security & overseeing building equipment 8z equipment personnel.
To apply: Submit a letter of application, vitae, and three references
to: Chair, Director of Facility Search Committee, Department of
Wellness and Therapeutic Sciences, 108 Carr Health Building,
Murray, KY, 42071-3340. Application Deadline: October 12th,
2001. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

$3.99 + Tax
Owner/Manager
Walter & Bonnie Smith

040

060
Roommate
Wanted

tiwp Wanted

FEMALE looking for room
mate to share expenses Company seeks one-person Office Manager. Must
on house in country.
767-9117
be computer literate &
bondable. Send resume to
513-A S. 12th, Murray. KY
42071.
Help Wanted
(2) Clerical positions in the office area for com-

munity-based residential program for developmentally disabled adults. The applicant needs to
have computer skills - Good communication
skills - work Well with othets - a positive attitude. Our conipany offers opportunity for
advancement, excellent benefits including paid
training, 401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid
holidays, vacation, and sick leave. Please apply
or send resume to Community Alternatives of
Kentucky, P.O. Box 39. 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, KY 42082. E0E/M/F/D/V

150

&Weeds
Opportunity

D'S Shirts n' Things
16270 US Hwy 68E
Aurora 270-474-8890
Open 10 to 5
Wed thru Sun.
FREE!! Want to show your
Patriotism? Buy a shirt for
$6 95 & receive an American Pride design FREE. 5
designs to choose from.
Airbrushed name available
$3 & up. Offer ends Oct
14th
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free
Requirements are easy,
Just take $21.99 per month
for 1yr. & have a valid
credit or debit card. Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information.

100
Help Wanted

Help Wonted

Notice

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available
Grill Cooks and Back up Cooks.
Benefits to include: Medical. Life & Dental
Insurance, 40IK, Stock Purchase.
Employee Discounts.
Paid Vacations. Flexible Hours & More.
Apply in penon
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and
crackerbarrel.com
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Slaw Highway 121.

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Experienced Mangers
& Experienced Servers

HOMEWORKERS
Needed
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy' No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs
120
Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers.. $699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S

Articles
For SW*
SAWMILL lumber
Oak 4x4x8f1 $2
Oak 2x6x8t1 $1.50
Oak lx6x8ft $1 00
also other lumber
435-4494
STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area.. Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale.
$2.00 bale.
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
160
Home Furnishings

436-5933.

COMPLETE set Pfaltzgraff
Aura dishes. Ten place
setting, canisters, serving
pieces, more. Good condition. $100. 759-9171.
MGM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician FOR sale couch $300
759-4406
On site service.
OAK Entertainment center
759.3556
5' wide 4' tall. Lots of stor140
age & beveled glass
$275
Want to Buy
Metal bunk beds $100.
Both good condition.
ANTIQUES
474-2003.
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture VERY pretty dining room
and primitives
suite w/6 chairs. A nice livWe buy 1 or all!
ing room sectional couch
Call 753-3633 ask
in good condition. 753for Larry
6937.
180
CASH paid for good, used
Lawn & Garden
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods
LAWN Mowing Repair
519 S. 12th, Murray.
LAND with timber, also Tiller, Go-carts, 4-wheels,
pine timber. Call 753-4984 ect. Free pickup and delivWANTED: Good used fur- ery. 436-2867.
niture. 1 piece or an entire
house full Call 767-9100.
Firewood
9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard.

150
Articles
Sale

For

10X12 $400., 16X16
$500., 16X20 $600. green
house. Redwood truss,
special greenhouse fiberglass.
Can be seen at
500 N. 4th St. Murray Ky.
or call 270-759-0901
after 5pm 731-644-3625.

FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

tree

SEASONED firewood Call
436-5394
270
*tile Homes For Sale

14X70 Clayton 3br, 2 bath
Excellent
condition
$9,000. 753-2570.
16X80 mobile home. 3br.,
1988 Ford Thunderbird. 2 bath. Excellent condition.
Good running condition. w / porches. $19,000
$500. OBO. Wood table OBO. Call 753-7655, leave
w/leaf and six chairs, 2 are message.
mobile
captain chairs, 4100. 753- 1982 Skylark
home. 14x60 2br., C/H/A.
4866 leave message.
Excellent condition. All apEXCELLENT condition. 1
pliances furnished. Must
year old white oak convertbe moved. Call anytime
ed crib w/mattress. Pre270-247-7578 or call 435cious Moments cover, dust
4696 after 8pm.
ruffle, sheets, bumper
guard & mobile. $150. 1996 Dutch doublewide
28x48, 3br, 2 bath, large
759-9424.
kitchen. Deck and front
work
bench
with
HEAVY
steps included. Excellent
vice $45. Tool box, misc.
condition. Must be moved.
753-5881
(270)492-8755.
KENNER band saw. Cuts
RELIANCE HOMES
up to 15ft. See CO Don
HWY 641 2 Miles N.
Center
Beard's residence.
Murray. KY
Ridge Rd. 436-5536 436- NEW 3br., 2 bath
Double
5084.
wide w/fireplace, A/C. DeMACHINE quilting
livery & setup $29,900/
$31.50 reg size
$264 per month. Phone
Murray Sewing Center 270-767-9442.
759-8400
MURRAY Sport
Mobile Homes For Rent
& Marine Center
•Boats, motors, & trailers
NICE 2br, Mobile home
accessories. 40% off
No pets 753-9866
*1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
*Used store fixtures.
Mobile Home Lots For Root
718 S. 4th Murray, KY

QUIET family park in ex
clusive residential neigh
•Chrome & wood grains borhood with city police
display counters. Some and fire protection, close
train bussers,
old style for storage to shopping, hospital and
city transit service. $95 per
& kitchen help
shelves.
month includes city water,
*1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
sewer,
garbage pickup.
*Used store fixtures.
Coach Estates at South
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
16th and Canterbury.
OVER 5,000 movies,
753-3855.
Monday - Friday
DVD. & video games.
300
Starting at $2.95 for sale.
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071
Business Rentals
Shop early for Christmas.
270-759-5030
Movie World
33'X50' storage building or
714N. 12th St..
shop. 16 feet overhead
door, concrete floor, high
Mathematics/Lecturer.
Developmental
of
Coordinator
w/fluorescent
ceilings
Community College, Murray State University. Full time, non
lights. $200. p/month. 607
S. 4th St. 753-8809.
tenure track position to begin January 2002. Qualifications:
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
Master's degree in mathematics or mathematics education.
location,
heavy traffic.
Minimum of one year of instruction and supervision in a developRent monthly or long term
mental mathematics program required. Responsibilities: Teach a
lease
maximum of twenty-four hours in developmental mathematics
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
instruction per year. Student assessment and evaluation, orientaDaytime
1-877-726-4077
tion and supervision of staff and tutors. Academic placement. uniafter 5pm 901-644-3625.
versity service and professional growth. Application Deadline
OFFICE space $300 p/mo
Date: October 19, 2001. To Apply: Send letter of application.
on Johnson Blvd. in Murray. Call 759-8780.
resume, and phone numbers of three references to: Coordinator of
SHOP or storage building.
Developmental Mathematics/Lecturer Search. Community
48'x40'. gas heat located
KY
College, Murray State University, 101 Lowry Center, Murray.
406
Sunbury
Circle.
apply.
Murray
42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
45'x26' building 703 S. 4th
State University is an equal education and employment opportuSt. Call 436-2935 or see
Carlos Black.
nity, M/F7D, AA employer.

Will

MURRAY Sport

& Marine Center

dishwashers

Apply In Person

Coordinator of Speech/Lecturer, Community College, Murray State
University. Full time, non-tenure track position to begin January
2002. Qualifications: Master's degree in Communications.
Emphasis is placed on experience in public speaking and in teaching interdisciplinary, integrated courses: Experience in teaching
high-risk developmental students is required. Responsibilities:
Teach a maximum of twenty-four contact hours of communication
instruction per year. Student assessment and individual assistance.
Administrative duties include program design and evaluation, orientation an supervision of staff. University services and professional grow. Application Deadline Date: October 19, 2001. To
Apply: Send letter of application, resume, and phone numbers of
three references to : Coordinator of Speech/Lecturer Search.
Community College, Murray State University, 101 Lowry Center.
Murray. KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and employment
opportunity, WHIM,AA employer.

Rd Aunt
1 & 2br Apartments, Kirksey. Appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1 OR 2br apts near down-'
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Ants
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR APT for rent All appliances Pets allowed
$335/mo Call 489-6222
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Fer Rant

630
Services Offered

For fleM

1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR across from MSU on
16th St Newly refurnished. partly furnished, appliances, W&D $325/mo
Call evenings 527-5176
2BR , 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2br - $230 + deposit in
Coldwater 489-2372 Call
between 4pm -9pm
3br. house
1-2.br apts
efficiency
C/H/A. near MSU,
753-125201 753-0606
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances 753-1492
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br, Diuguid Drive. Coleman RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX, 2br Apt. inside
Mayfield city limits. Call
(270)898-7042.
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D. 1yr.
lease. 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905

excutive
BE AUT IFUL
home on 1 acre lot 4br, 2
bath WI bonus room 2 car
garage Seroius inquiries
only Available 01/01/02
753-6002
391-1020 pager
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per, month plus security
474-2520
HOUSE for rent in town
3br $350/mo +deposit No
pets 753-5109
LAKEWAY Lake Home 3
Bedroom, 2 car garage
$1200 Month., $2000 deposit (907)479-4935

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible. Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity
LARGE new 2br CI-CA
super low utilities, appliances, utility room, no pets,
quiet. $410/mo deposit required Call 753-8828.

All Size Units
Available

FOR rent: 2br Duplexs
$350.- up. 759-4406.
View ApartFORREST
ments 1213 N 16th St.,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970_ Equal Housing
Opportunity.

NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Southside Manor Apts.
1. 2 & 3br. apts.
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

2 bedroom 517 S 7th St
Call after 5 00pm 7532452
3BR house Walk to MSU
Kitchen appliances furnished 270-519-6871(cell)
5BR , 2 bath, unfurnished
Centrally located within the
city $500/mo , $500 deposit Available immediately 753-5865 days 4928859 after 4PM

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
POMERANIAN puppy: 6
months old with shots records and AKC papers.
Call 759-1868 or pager #
742-1717. $250.
SHARPAE puppies AKC
2 females black & fawn, 2
males black & cream 6
wks old, shots & wormed
Females $375. Males
$400. 731-584-9072 or
731-220-0207 (voice mail).

livestock & Supplies
2 Jersey Steers. 1000
425 lbs. 489-2127

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth'

Office Hours - Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
After hours appts available or call our
loll free number I-800-837-2509. ext In,

lall
EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

We Do Business in Accordance With The
Federal Fair Housing Law
i The Fair Housing Amendments A,.t ,,t I 'I`• 5.
It is Illegal to Discriminate Against Am
Person Because of Race, Color, Religion,
Sex, Handicap, Familial Status, or
National Origin

I -14(X)-424-8590 1T011 Free)
I -ROO-4244029(TDDi

Kerosene lamps,
dishes, tools, furniture, adult & kids
clothes, shoes.
Something for
everyone.
492-6159

HUGE SALE

YARD SALE

Take 94 E. to
Vancleave Rd.
Watch for
signs.
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.

121 to Stella, turn
right onto 299, go to
Crossroads at
Kirksey, turn left onto
464 go 11/2 miles on
left. Follow signs.
Oct. 4 & 5
7 a.m.-4 p.m.

121 N.

Clothes, shoes, glassware, movies, Coke glasses, jewelry, carnival glass.
porcelain dolls, tools, John
Deere wind chimes to
much to list.

Clothes 0 to 4X,
Tupperware, Home
Interior, much, much more

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422

AHART & Culver
CARPORTS Starting at
Septic Installation
$675 installed Roy Hill
Also top soil and gravel (270)436-2113
437-4838 or (270)559- COMPLETE LAWN CARE
4986
OF MURRAY
ALL Carpentry Service
Friday Openings Available
From Foundation to
*Lawn mowing,
Finish
*Landscaping,
18Yrs experience
•Bed mulching.
New Construction.
Residental-Commerical
Remodeling* Repairs*
Free Estimates -Insured.
Concrete Work
270-753-6772
AGC Certified
435-4272
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
GUNSMITH/REPAIR
Stump Removal
Specializing hot bluing
Insured with full line of
Bore sighting. Buy, sell or
equipment
trade. Free estimates
Free estimates
753-1529
753-5484

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

COMPLETE
AUCTION
SERVICE
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways, *Parking lots,
•Subdivision paving, •Seal
coating, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

LEE'S.
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates.
•Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

Ledger a Times
Classifieds

270-753-1916

of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

.a,

Lamb 13mther's

=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,

Acreage
16 acres 6 miles north o
own on Hopkins Rd 7532861
Wooded land for sale in
Hamlin area. 1/2 mile from
Kentucky Lake. 15 to 150
acres. Starting @ $675
per
acre. Possible owner financing. Owner/agent.
753-8251
559-3272.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

J C.4 ID
REPAIR SMALL ENGINE

r;r-,- -Lamb Brothers
)Jl
Tree Service

& ALI, APPLIANCES
(weed-ewe,: tidbit; /au unwires: push nunrec
104 N. 13th St.• Niurray,K1' 42071

LICENSED & INSURED

Office:(270) 753-1252
Cell:(270)559-6107
-tti. lake row ().1 ALL your worries"
It'e also do house calk

CHRIS KROUP'0
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

Phone (270) 759-4734

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

wheeler & chow saw)

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
• Tree & Stump
Pout Lomb
Removal

To Advertise Your
Business Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

co 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Residential/Commercial

visA

460
Homes For Sale

Sport Utility Vehicles

3BOR 2 bath brick house
on Brinn Rd across from MOM'S SPECIAL! 1998
Sullivan's Golf Course Toyota Rav4L 4x4 Black,
753-2861
45,xxx, loaded, power sun3BR. 2 full bath, 13 acres roof Make offer! Need
food! Call Aaron 4 762of land 436-5064
6649
2
bath
BRICK 3bdrm,
CHA. 6 mi from town on
4 85 wooded acres. Partially fenced, outbldgs, orchard. 436-2016.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br. 2
bath, red brick double lot,
town edge Consider lease
w'option to buy Call 7534109

Services Offered

Vans
1995 Windstar LX Grea
vehicle, loaded, new tires.
151,xxx. miles. 270-5274362.
'95 Dodge Caravan 7-passenger Clean 753-0114
Used Trucks

Used Cars

DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

72 Chevy truck 350 V-8,
auto, trans., longbed
1988 Labaron convertible Great potential as restoraGood condition $3,000 tion project $1700 Call
OBO 753-7602
270-767-0710 and leave
1991 Dodge Dynasty. Ex- message
cellent conditio. well maiFOR SALE
tamed, AM/FM air, power
2br Duplex, Northwood. locks, cruise $2,350
$72,000. 759-4406
753-0913 after 5pm
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptties?
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE! 1991 Hyundai, red with
Priced like a fixer upper, sunroof automatic, 2 door
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE A UTO LOAN PHONE
but everything new and Body and interior in good
ready to move into 2br. 1 to excellent shape Will
DEC
need new motor eventualbath, carport, utility room
3
ly $700 OBO
$39.900
MNO
Call 759-9215
435-4632 or 559-8510
Totally
6
Confidential

NEED A CAR?

FREE!

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

0

753-2222
24 Hrs,

1-800-992-7334

Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geurin
WE SHOW YOU
Mend
"The
Asphalt Doctor"
•100c4 loan, no money
*Compare our work
down
A affordable hauling, junk
*Compare our prices
clean up, tree work, gutter
•Flexible, forgiving program
*References furnished
cleaning 436-2867.
•Excellent fixed rate • 30 yr.
*Workmanship & Material
A time to take care of your
Guarantee
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
home Affordable work
•Fully Insured
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
done to perfection build*Free Estimates
ing, remodeling, additions,
270-759-1953
roofing,
decks,
porches.
470
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
siding, concrete, fences.
Motorcycles A ATV'*
ROY HILL.
furniture design, and restoSeptic system. gravel.
Free Estimates
2000 Kawasaki Mul 4x4 90 Buick Park Avenue, ration.
white rock
sharp 753-4380.
26 total hours, like brand runs good Clean
436-2113
753-3765
Priced to sell
new 753-2935

I

2001 Royal Star Venture
2,200 miles Cheap 4354196
HONDA 1995 XR25OR
Call 753-1529

Services Offered

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workmanship
See Your End Results Before Your final Decision

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED
OWNER: JIM OSBURN
.1,74N9460>WWW,".

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645,

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

s.•

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520

2YR. old Chow/Collie mix
Free to good home. 759
0213

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

b,II

Prices Lire

Call Ruthie or Dennis

1993 Ford Probe green,
automatic transmission.
All Major Appliances
new tires all around
•In the appraisal of
$2,500 437-3921 after and Most Major Brands
housing
5pm
•Blockhusting is also
Silver On The Square • Murra,
1999
Cougar
illegal
47.000 miles Power ev(270) 753-1713
[
Igen UfflIty Vehicles
erything, sunroof, spoiler.
U.S. Department of
6 disc changer Excellent
Housing and 1 rhan
AFFORDABLE Electric
1997 Jeep Gran Cherokee
condition $12.000 OBO
Development Assistant
'Commercial.
wisunroof
Limited Silver,
Secretary for Fair
270-752-0227
*Residential
w/infinite (cell)
leather,
CD
V-6
Housing and FAVGli
*Remodel
stereo $15,300 489-2699 '97 Nissan Altima GXE
Opportunit,
Want to buy 8x10 storage 4dr., auto. power $7500 'Quality don't cost ft pays'
‘8ashinginn. DA . 20410
Call 270-354-9596
759-2488
building
-In the provision of real
estate brokerage servh.es

'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water Waking Lots & Driveways

David Borders

, .

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*
C _

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

5,000+ sq. ft.

Farms For Sale

TOD #1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.

Anyone who feels he or she
has been discriminated
against may file a complaint
of housing discrimination

Furniture, antique glass,
dishes, old decanters,
Christmas items, bedspread, flowers, good
clothes, shoes, purses,
new Narns, good sale

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
440
•Safe & clean
Lots For Sale
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
•Heated Boat &
North, Murray. 753-1967.
RV Storage
753-9600
LOTS for sale. Starting at
STORAGE building for $11,000. Price includes
rent 45x26 Located 4 water, septic & driveway.
back of 703 S 4th St Also land home packages.
250/mo Call Carlos Black 270-437-4838.
436-2935

Brand new - Expected Availability Nov. 1, 2001
Beautiful flooring, updated appliances & cabinets.
spacious closets, energy efficient. Don't miss out on
this fantastic housing opportunity. Call Rita today at
Hilldale Apts. 437-4113 to be first on the list!.

'in the financing of
housing

4015 Murray Paris
Rd.
Thur., Oct. 4th
Fri., Oct. 5th
7am

Old church bench, quilting
frame, material sheets,
batting, clothing, dishes,
rocking chair, glassware,
Christmas decor.,
collectibles.

753-3853

ALL-NEW APARTMENTS

•In adsertising the sale or
rental of housing

2 miles passed
Coldwater. 2 story
house on R.
Wed., Thur., Fri.,

9760 St. At.

YARD SALE

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

Offered

Reel Estate

COMING SOON!

•In the sale or rental I A
housing or residential lots

YARD SALE

2648 Cole
Campground Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
Rain or Shine

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) 1-270-3548211
SHIHTZU AKC Ready to
go , beautiful colors
731-352-0037
731-642-5151

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109

GARAGE SALE

BIG FAMILY
YARD &
GARAGE SALE

Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

St. Jude Children's
Hospital
Belew's Drive-In
Aurora, KY
Oct. 4-6
6 a.m.-Dark
Donations
Welcome
For Info:
Bruce 354-6838
Rodney 474-8665

NICE 3br, 1 bath, W/D
hookup. dishwasher. 2
blocks from MSU. $550.
p/month plus deposit. Reference required. Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 after 6pm

119 Main • 753-6266
NICE 2br.. 2 baths, W/D
hookups, all kitchen appliances enclosed garage,
outside storage 1504 Belmont Dr, $650/mo + deposit Call 435-4622
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From S280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

&
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galling.

SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small jobs? Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding, additions and repairs.

CALL NOW!

o

Get a 2x2
for only

J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING
*Power seeding
•Leal Removal
(270)759-8912
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.
low
Please call Paul for
, free estimate at

4 Weeks - 4 Shoppers
\(1),

MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
(270) 753-1916

o
°.

4

270-7594979

•

•
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR MAURICE:Pm pleased
Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
the hope you can help me figure out that a letter in my column
Published is a story about Edgar
PETER
helped you communicate your Harrell who survived 4 1/2 days
DEAR DR. GOTT: About four years
what I am feeling in my heart.
ago, I was diagnosed with paroxysmal
About a year ago, I started love and gratitude to your floating in the Pacific ocean after
GOTT, M.D.
dating the most wonderful woman father before it was too late. I
supraventricular tachycardia. I took
— or so I thought. "Gloria" walked often advise people to write to their ship, USS Indianapolis, was
prescription medicine for two years
into my life and turned everything loved ones and express those sunk by a torpedo on its way from
and then, on my own, I chose to stop
it. Now, about every month, I experiupside-down. We were both going sentiments because their letters Tinian Islands to Philippines on
usually become priceless keep- July 29, 1945. Of the 1,100 original
through divorces.
ence an episode where my pulse will
When our divorces were final, I sakes.
suddenly double before returning to
crewman, only 317 were rescued. A
stopped having contact with my exits original, normal rate. My doctor cerned that you were prescribed meddocumentary of the event was
*5*
stop
it
ication for two years, chose to
wife. As my relationship with Gloria
says not to worry. Is he correct?
shown
Sept. 30 on CBS Television.
having symptoms. This
DEAR ABBY: I am going to ask
progresses, she keeps finding reaDEAR READER: To a large degree, and are now
The
Rev. and Mrs. W.A. Farmer
worsyour
SVT
is
indicates
to
me
that
my
girlfriend
to
marry
me. I need
sons to see her ex-husband. She
my answer depends on your age, your
were married 65 years Sept. 26.
hasn't
improved.
or
at
least
ening
—
your
advice
on
buying
an
engagesays
it's
to
keep
an
eye
on
what
he
general state of health and the sympBirths reported include a boy to
is doing and to assure that she'll get ment ring. I am opposed to the traIn order to resolve this issue —
toms you experience when your heart
your doctor's advice "not to worry" the large sum of money he agreed to ditional diamond because of the Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lee
rate increases.
not withstanding — I suggest that you
pay in their divorce settlement. high cost and low resale value.
Shankle, Sept. 24.
Paroxysmal SVT is a rapid pulse
Abby, can you recommend an
obtain a second opinion from a cardiGloria goes on long weekend trips
Twenty years ago
due to disruption of the normal carwith him, and when I'm working at alternative to a diamond? Is a
ologist. Your physician can help you
Ground was broken Oct. 2 for
diac pacemaker. The disorder is often pick an appropriate specialist, who
simple gold band still popular?
night, she goes to visit him.
a consequence of arteriosclerosis. will review your records and probably
COST-CONSCIOUS the new Murray-Calloway County
Abby, where does this leave me?
Many people — even young ones — test you further with a stress test
IN SAN FRANCISCO Chamber of Commerce Tourism
I love this woman very much and
occasionally have short bursts of SVT and/or a Ho!ter monitor, which meaCenter on Highway 64) North.
don't know what to do.
(three or four beats) of which they are sures your pulse rate for a 24-hour
DEAR C.C.: Yes, but gold Marshall Gordon, president of the
LOST IN TENNESSEE
totally unaware. This may be discov- period. Then, armed with additional
bands are customarily worn chamber, was master of ceremonies.
ered during routine examinations or data, the cardiologist can advise you
DEAR LOST: The divorce after the wedding. Nowhere is it
Published are a feature story and
treatment.
testing and requires no
may be final, but Gloria's emo- written that an engagement picture about Calloway County
further about whether preventive
occurs
freHowever, when the SVT
tional connection to her former ring has to be a diamond.(Paul Sheriff Max Morris.
therapy is indicated.
The story was
quently, is prolonged or causes symphusband does not appear to be McCartney and Prince Charles
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it safe for me
by
Staff
Writer
Phyllis
J. Osborne.
both
gave
their
brides-to-be
toms (such as weakness, palpitations, to depend on oil-based laxatives for
severed.
Beverly Renee Tobey and Rickie
light headedness or shortness of my chronic constipation?
She may be terrific, but the sapphire rings with small diaWayne Williams were married rebreath), preventive therapy (with
woman you have described is monds for contrast.)
DEAR READER: No, it isn't.
Ask your girlfriend what her cently at Elm Grove Baptist
drugs such as beta-blockers or calcinot ready for another marriage,
Oil-based laxatives can lead to
um-channel blockers) may be necesor even an exclusive relation- favorite stone is and tell her Church.
how you feel about diamonds.
sary. SVT is most likely to cause dependence. What you may need is an
ship. Accept it, and move on.
Births reported include a girl to
You may have more in common Mr. and
symptoms in the elderly, who often occasional stimulant that is devoid of
Mrs. Scott Scarbrough,
***
I
recommend
that
you
side
effects.
than you know.
experience angina as well, because
Sept. 25.
the rapidly beating cardiac muscle is consider old-fashioned milk of magneDEAR ABBY: A few years ago
Thirty years ago
deprived of oxygen. In these cases, sia or, if you choose, stool softeners, you printed a letter from a woman
***
Pfc. Ronnie Hargrove, son of
opinion,
you
In
my
as
Colace.
such
who
stood
at
her
mother's
casket
treatment is mandatory.
Good advice for everyone — teens to
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hargrove, has
should avoid laxatives that may, in and regretted not telling her mom seniors
— is in The Anger in All of Us
Since you are aware of your attacks reality, worsen your bowel problem.
how
much
she
had
meant
to
her.
completed
eight weeks of basic
and
How
to
Deal
With
It."
To
order,
send
of SVT, I suspect that you are a candiDEAR DR. GOTT: I have a prostate She urged others not to make the a business-size, self-addressed envelope, training at the U.S. Infantry Traindate for suppressive therapy — espeplus check or money order for $5 (U.S.
elevated PSA (16.5). My same mistake.
ing Center at Fort Polk, La.
cially if you are over 60 years of age. problem: an
funds only) to: Dear Abby — Anger
I
thought
long
and
unsure
hard
about
physician
is
care
primary
Marilyn Parks, Wanda Nance,
Nonetheless, I am not a cardiologist,
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
proceed. What do you her letter. I realized she was right. 61054-0447.(Postage is included in the Betty
nor do I have access to vital informa- about how to
Riley, Bobbie Garrison, Betty
It took days, but I composed a letter price.)
tion in your medical records. (Do you suggest?
Dixon and LaVern Ryan had high
to
my
father
who
was
dying
of
immediate
An
DEAR READER:
have diabetes, for example, or known
averages in the Magic Tri Bowling
prostate cancer. In it, I made referheart disease?) In addition, I am con- referral to a urologist. The PSA ence to happy events in the past
(Prostate Specific Antigen, a test for
prostate cancer) should not exceed 4 and thanked him for raising me,
CONTRACT BRIDGE
nanograms per milliliter. Yours is sig- loving me and staying involved in
nificantly elevated, suggesting that my life. I sent the letter to my
you may have a hidden prostate mother and asked her to read it to
malignancy. Insist on a referral to a him. My father called me a few days
urologist for further testing and later. We both cried over the phone. South dealer.
dard play. This does not turn out
He died a short while later, but he
advice.
Neither
side
vulnerable.
well, because South next leads the
To give you related information, I lives forever in my heart.
NORTH
queen oftrumps, disclosing the 4-1
Abby,
please
urge
readers
who
am sending you a copy of my Health
+653
trump division. You are now a deReport "The Prostate Gland." Other are in similar circumstances to do
J3
ceased pigeon, whatever you do.
feeling
cannot
stress
the
the
same.
I
copy
should
readers who would like a
•
OF 1%;URHAY AND
8
6
5
If you take the queen, South
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, of peace I have knowing I told my
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC
416
1 AKQJ 4
has an easy time scoring the rest of
stamped envelope to Newsletter, P.O. father how much he meant to me —
WEST
EAST
the tricks. If you duck the queen,
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be while he was still alive.
+ A872
South has to work harder, but you
MAURICE L. TATE, +4
sure to mention the title.
65
still wind up behind the eight ball.
MALDEN,MASS. V 9 8 7 4 2
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
•J 7 3
•AK1094 He cashes the ace of hearts and
+9653
+72
begins to run dummy's clubs.
11::0441111.1f
SOUTH
Whether you ruff the third club
#KQJ109
high, low or not at all, your cause is
Ett_.CDIVIDIE
A K Q 10
hopeless.
•Q 2
Oddly enough,the correct play
MEN SAY THE
,FOQ YOU
L.L. WQAP THEM 9011-f ur
+ 10 8
is to win the king of trumps with
SILLIEST THINGS,
The bidding
the ace at trick four and lead a
DON'T THEY?
South West
North East diamond! This might seem like a
1+
2•
Pass
2
crazy thing to do — after all, you're
.4141181o.
,
2
Pass
2
Pass handing declarer a ruff-and-discard
4•
— but it is a play that is virtually
Opening lead —three ofdiamonds. certain to defeat the contract.
Assume you're East and deWhat do you think South
clarer gets to four spades on the would do if you led the fourth round
sequence shown. Your partner ofdiamonds at trick five? He doesn't
leads the diamond three, and you know that the trumps are divided
1=
.
4 cash the K-A of diamonds before 4-1, and he would feel foolish inplaying another diamond, ruffed deed if he discarded a winner from
by declarer with the nine ofspades. his hand and West scored the setSouth leads the king of trumps, ting trick with the seven or eight of
your partner following suit, and trumps. Holding the Q-J-10 of
HE'S REALLY MARRIED?
SO, THAT'S THAT
the question is whether to take trumps,South would be much more
FOR ALEX, CATHY .7
the king with the ace or duck it. likely to ruff with the ten and hope
(REALLY MARRIED
Let's say you decide to duck for a 3-2 trump division. Once he
THAT'S THAT
the king, which is a fairly stan- did that, he would have to go down.
CO/ANIIITED FOREVER 7

CALL

Sneak Attack

CRIME uiIM
STOPPERS
(270) 753-9500

nnIcs

MOM.

COMMMID FOREVER.
HAPPILy E\JER A
FTER7) 1I -HAPPILki EVER AFTER

CROSSWORDS
nursemaid
36 Use periods
and commas
39 Gonzalez's
gold
40 Tenderer
41 High school
subj.
43 Elec. meas.
44 Teaser
45 Slow mover
47 Hair
treatment
50 Baldwin of
the movies
51 Poet's eye
54 Scamp
55 Stop, to
Popeye
56 Yes, in Pans
57 Adhesive
58 Salamanders•
59 Alcott girl

ACROSS

44.
PCIFt Etal-raFt or WORSE_
VOU DID A NICE:10ES
OF THE VARD,UOH NJ I

WHAT'S THAT?'f

HE'S USING IT, IS HE7
I SAW HIM 14Es1kRDAL' AND HE SAiD
HIS LEAF -ENLOWER
WASN'T WORKING-1

I FELT KIND 13A130., ...GO I 6ROUGHT fl
FOR HIM...WITH
INTO 1/OUR
THAT BIG tpcIRD
SHOP AND
AN' ALLFIXED IT
FOR HIM,'

GAFtPlIE1_1:0
NO MORE SNACKS
FOR YOU, GARFIELD
FINE

YOU ARE ON
t A STRICT
PIET

In a snit
Living fence
Engine part
— de
cologne
13 Hacking or
chopping
14 Conjunction
for Hans
15 Insect resin
16 Mounties'
org.
17 — out
(withdraws)
18 Band
instruments
20 Size (abbr.)
21 After noon
23 Sun, in
Mazatlan
24 Enjoys a
novel
27 Cartoon
Chihuahua
29 Rebounds
32 "Dukes of
Hazzard"
deputy
34 Took the bait
35 Memsahib's
1
4
9
12

'Pa

WHATEVER
YOU SAY

•

AND I FILLED IN THE
TUNNEL. TO THE
REFRIGERATOR
MY
LIFE
IS
OVER

1

1 Sportscaster
Allen
2 Battery size
3 Pipe
4 Bay
5 Magical

12

13

15

16

Answer to Previous Puzzle

S

10-3 © 2001 United Feature Syndicate

10

26

-

31

.
43

12
46

ill

1(10

51

52

56 r..'".
1

I '111C

11

35

Ilia

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

di im

am

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail

19

SORkf FOR THE kW( I LOOK,
MA'AM _ BLAME IT ON THE
TuPiP AKHITECT OHO DE516NEP
CHUCK'S 6VES1 COTTA6E!

Ml RH%)

(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)

14

36

Subscribe to the
Home Delivery

1118

32

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 3. the
276th day of 2001. There are 89
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Oct. 3, 1951,
the New York Giants won the National League pennant, 5-4, as third
baseman Bobby Thomson hit a
three-run homer off Brooklyn
Dodgers pitcher Ralph Branca at the
Polo Grounds in the "shot heard
round the world."
On this date:
In 1863, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday in November Thanksgiving Day.
In 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes formally
changed its name to the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia.
In 1961, -The Dick Van Dyke
Show," also starring Mary Tyler
Moore. made its debut on CBS.
In 1995. the jury in the 0.J.
Simpson murder trial found the former football star innocent of the
1994 slayings of his former wife.
Nicole Brown Simpson, and Ronald
Goldman.(Simpson was later found
liable in a civil trial.)
Ten years ago: Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton entered the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination. South African author Nadine
Gordimer was named winner of the
Nobel Prize in literature.
One year ago: In their first debate of the 2000 race for the White
House. Vice President Al Gore and
Texas Gov. George W. Bush
clashed over tax cuts. Medicare prescription drug benefits and campaign finance.

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

25
111

- 6-bAY IN HISTORY

EDGER Sal MES

C

t

League at Corvette Lanes this past
week.
Mrs. Harmon Whitnell, Mrs.
Eunice Henry, Mrs. Jerald Garrett
and Mrs. Ralph Robertson were
elected officers of WSCS of
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Forty years ago
Murray-Calloway County United
Fund Drive will start Oct. 9, according to Robert Wyman, chairman of
the 1961-62 fund campaign.
Marine!! Myers was named as
first district dairy princess at the
meeting of the Dairy Council at
McCracken County Courthouse.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Myers of Lynn Grove, she is a
1958 graduate of Lynn Grove High
School and a senior at Murray State
College.
Recent births at Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Gene Chaney.
Fifty years ago
011ie Brown, local manager of
Southern Bell Telephone Company,
said 300 telephones have been
added in Murray during the past
two years bringing the total telephones in service in Murray to
2,898, as of Sept. 1,1951.
Klara Hellein of Germany has
been the guest in the home of Mrs.
Hansford Doron. She spoke about
her homeland at a covered dish
luncheon, sponsored by North and
South Murray Homemakers Club, at
the home of Mrs. Fred Gingles on
Sept. 28.
Births reported include a girl to
Capt. David and Gracie Mather.
Sept. 28.

a ci

sword
6 Becomes
faint
7 Stat for
Greenspan
8 Such as
9 Coffee holder
10 Crawling
insect

DOWN

15

3

2

18

3('M
1 175V!S la5
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54 •

53
•

11 AMA
members
17 Nebraska city
19 We
20 Brief time
21 Boarding
school
22 PC lists
24 Most
decayed
25 Promo
recording
26 Unadorned
28 Off-limits item
(hyph.)
30 Cloak-anddagger org.
31 Exhibit
33 "Vamoose'"
37 Baseballer
Williams
38 Passes. in
Congress
42 Platoon mem.
45 Cabbage dish
46 Tower over
47 Sty dweller
48 Outback bird
49 Tachometer's
meas
50 Gladiator's
greeting
52 Wish undone
53 immense
55 Common
article

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear. Buchanan & Pans)

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with pament to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270) 753-1916
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Antidepressant to counter brain shrinkage
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
study of primates' brains says a
European drug seems to counter a
worrisome side effect of major depression — the shrinking of an important region of the brain.
The study is raising calls for further research to see if more widely
used medications might help, too.
"These are impressive and important findings," said Dr. Robert
Sap°'sky of Stanford University,
who reviewed the new research.

published in Tuesday's Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences.
But,"mind you, this is one antidepressant and this is a fairly atypical one" compared to the antidepressants most Americans use, Sapolsky cautioned.
German researchers tested a new
antidepressant sold only in Europe
called tianeptine. The antidepressants most popular in the United
States — Prozac and similar medications — work by blocking the

dissipation of a neurotransmitter
called serotonin that's important for
mood. Tianeptine does exactly the
opposite, enhancing serotonin uptake.
Major, long-term depression can
cause a brain region called the hippocampus to shrink, in some cases
nearly 20 percent. The hippocampus is important for learning and
memory, so that probably explains
why memory loss often accompanies depression. And the region
doesn't seem to bounce back after

the depression is cured.
Nobody knows exactly why this
atrophy occurs: Neurons may die or
shrink, or ones that should have
been born to replenish the region
may not be. Whichever, it does
seem linked to a stress hormone
called cortisol, because about half
of seriously depressed patients secrete too much cortisol.
To see if tianeptine could help,
neurobiologist Eberhard Fuchs and
colleagues at the German Primate
Center tested tree shrews, who ex-

campus return to its pre-depression
size.
-This increase produced by tiastress.
Over the 35-day study period, neptine suggests that hippocampal
depressed shrews experienced ex- volume loss in depressed humans
cess cortisol, decreased amounts of could possibly be prevented by anbrain chemicals important for tidepressants," Fuchs concluded.
Most intriguing, tianeptine
healthy cells, a 33 percent decrease
in new cell growth and a 7 percent worked without lowering the .
decline in hippocampal volume. amount of stress-caused cortisol,
But shrews that were given oral tia- said Dr. Jeffery Barker of the Naneptine saw their brain chemical tional Institutes of Health, whose
concentrations return to normal, laboratory studies how neurotranscell growth restart and the hippo- mitters create brain tissue.
hibit a classic model for human depression when exposed to social

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct.
4, 2001:
You work well with others, but you
might prefer relating on a One-on-one
level. Often you might not be sure about
your long-term desires, especially if you
are an artist of some son. Allow your
creativity to flow. If you are single, you
very much want to be in an important
relationship. though your choices often
might not be wise. When you fall in love,
you'll put that person on a pedestal. If
you are attached, your relationship will
gain an even more romantic quality.
Nurture the relationship as well as each
other. TAURUS helps you financially.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive:
5-Dynamic:
3-Average; 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Friends and meetings dist:act
you. So much is going on that you cannot
quite get a grasp on your work. Just be
careful and observe the flashing yellow
light financially. The less done in this
segment of your life, the better. Pretend
to be a Capricorn. Tonight: Pay bills.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** The moon slides into your sign,
energizing you. Confusion still surrounds
a professional matter or a difficult boss.
You might not be sure about what you
would like to do here. For now, use your
charisma to iron out the present problem.
Tonight: Smile away.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Slow down because what you might
be thinking isn't connecting with someone and what this person believes.
Reveal the whole dimension of what you
are thinking, not parts of your thoughts.
Be specific and don't take anything for
granted. Go step by step. Tonight: Get a
good night's sleep.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Do not lose your focus. Don't
reschedule a meeting. Get together with
others and network away. Someone
might make a financial promise that can't
be lived up to. Clarify all information, as
confusion runs not. Tonight: Where the
fun is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others seek out your direction
and leadership. You might be a bit confused by what another states. Keep asking for feedback by posing key questions. Stay on top of work's demands.
Talk to someone in the know who can
give you good advice. Tonight: In the
limelight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Great ideas spring from conversations with others. Your mind drifts
to many different places. Make a call and
check out what is going on with a friend
at a distance. Avoid gossip with a coworker who might not understand the
dimension of what was heard. Tonight:
Rent a movie.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Deal with others directly.
Don't let your vision or desire to see a
person differently interfere. A new friend
might not be totally for real. Check out
this person with care. A child also might
be up to "no good." Avoid risks with others' funds or feelings. Tonight: Hang out
with a fnend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others take the lead, though
you might not be in agreement. Try to
understand others better. Put yourself in
their shoes. Carefully deal with someone
who confuses you. Avoid signing any
papers or making important decisions.
Tonight: Follow another's lead.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
* Avoid making anything any
more difficult than it needs to be. Remain
focused on work and on completing your
errands. Don't stand on ceremony about
an unreturned message. The person
might not have gotten it. Tonight: Off to
the gym.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your ingenuity helps you
jump over any obstacles. Still, understand that a problem might appear to
slow you down, especially involving any
money commitments. Risk-taking
delights you today. Why not do something special for a loved one? Tonight:
Pretend it's the weekend already.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Understand that you don't have
all the facts yet. You might want to dig in
and figure out why a close associate
could be overly touchy. Others find you
to be vague. As far as completing errands
and getting a job done, don't push. Care
goes a long wiy. Tonight. Order in
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You feel a bit out of sorts, but
you might not be sure why. Slow down,
especially if your thoughts aren't clear. A
meeting could be a lot tougher than you
thought Venfy what you agree on before
you work on the problems Know that
someone wants to work with you.
Tonight. Visit with a pal.

Looking at our name, it's easy to see how
you could get the idea that we're the hospital
for Murray and Calloway County only.
But we aren't: Hospitals aren't created to
serve cities and counties. They're created to
serve people. And more 'and more, the people
we serve live far beyond our county line.
They live in Benton, where we built the
Medical Arts Building of Marshall County.
They live in Cadiz, where we partner with
Trigg County Hospital. They live in dozens
of rural areas that we reach through our
hcime health services. And soon they will
live in even more places. Because we're taking
healthcare to them.
But as we do that, just keep one thing in..
mind: Our heart and soul and leadership
remain in Murray. Everything we do to improve
healthcare in other areas also improves the
quality of our care at home. Which means
additional specialists, better technology
and more services for everybody, no matter
where you live.
So not only are we taking healthcare to.
new places in Western Kentucky -and
Northwestern Tennessee, we're taking it new
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